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binding uvys to manage stress and anxI iety due to terrorists attacks on America
J--c«n be difficult but necessary for health.

Vanilla Ice performed a mix of hard-core rock
and hip hop before a packed audience at
Mamstreet Bar {V Grill Saturday night.

Today:

Sunny
Hieh: 62
Low: 35

U.S. attacks terrorist camps, Taliban regime
Bush's 'war on terrorism' becomes reality as forces bomb Afghanistan
The United States and
British military began strikes
against al Qaeda terrorist training camps and military inM.ill.itioas of the Taliban regime in
Afghanistan yesterday.
These strikes, according to
an address by President George
W. Bush, are "designed to disrupt the use of Afghanistan as a
terrorist base of operations and
to attack the military capability
of the Taliban regime." By
destroying camps and disrupting communications, "we will
make it more difficult for the
terror network to train new
recruits and coordinate their
evil plans." he said.
Because the Taliban leaders

did not meet the demands that the
United States made, including
dosing terrorist training camps
and handing over leaders of the al
Cueda network, the Taliban will
pay a price. Bush said.
America is joined in this
operation by Great Britain and
supported by countries including Canada, Australia, Germany
and France, Bush said.
In addition, over 40 countries in the Middle East, Africa,
Europe and across Asia have
granted air transit or landing
rights and many more have
shared intelligence. Bush said.
The Washington Post's Peter
Baker, filing from the rebelheld Aghan town of Tobdara,

reported that Kabul's presidential palace and Kandahar's airport were among the first targets hit according to US. officials and Afghan rebel leaders.

-.6... what America is
facing today is
something very little of
what we have tasted
for decades.
— Osama bin Laden
suspected terrorist leader

**-

Double time:

In addition to the military
attacks, the United States is aiding the people of Afghanistan,
Bush said "As we strike military targets, we will also drop
food, medicine and supplies to
tin- star\ Lug and suffering men
and women and childam of
Afghanistan," he said. "The
United States of America is a
friend to the Afghan people,
and we are the friends of
almost a billion worldwide
who practice the Islamic faith."
Soon after the missiles
began
falling,
Qatar,
Afghanistan-based Al Jazeera
TV aired videotaped remarks
by suspected terrorist leader
Osama bin Laden, who taunted

and threatened the United
States. According to a translation of the comments, which
appeared to have been recorded before the U.S. strikes
began, bin Laden described
Bush as "head of the infidels
'To America, I say to it and
to its people this: I swear, by
God the Great, America will
never dream, nor those who
live in America will never taste
security and safetv unless we
feel security and safety in our
land and in Palestine," bin
Laden said.
Refering to the Sept. II
attacks that killed thousands in
New York and the Pentagon, he
said: "This is America, God has

Two teams struggle with
double-overtime thrillers —
one to success, one to defeat

Women's soccer
takes UNC with
sudden-victory
overtime shot

see SARACINO page 15

decadea.'
Bush warned that yesterday's actions wen |ust the
beginning of a potentially long
and far-reaching campaign.
"Given the nature and reedl
of our enemies, wt will win
this conflict bv the patient ai cu
nudation of MM ccaee* by meeting .i scru's of chaflengea with
see U.S., page 5

Summer
school
tuition
to rise
BY RICHARD SAKSHAUG

BY CHRIS BAST

contributing writer
With under a minute left in
the second overtime, it looked
like the women's soccer team
was headed towud its second
tie game of the season. Then
the University of North
Carolina-Greensboro made a
crucial mistake. The team
kicked the ball out of bounds.
The resulting corner kick
sealed the 3-2 win for the
Dukes Friday night and
improved their record to 5-4-1.
Knowing that time was
steadily running out on the
second sudden-victory overrime, JMU's corner kick with
just under a minute left represented possibly the last chance
the Dukes had to close out this
game as a win. As the comer
sailed into the crowd in front
of the goal, junior Deanna
Saracino went up for the header. Her attempt glanced off the
crossbar and back into the
mass of plavers trying to get a
piece of the ball. When the ball
broke free, red-shirt junior
Beth McNamara crossed it
back in to the near post where,
once again. Saracino was in
position with the header. This
time, from three yards out,
there would be no doubt.
"We were pressuring them
hard and had some really great
chances, but when we got the
comer kick I knew that it was
going to be a dangerous situation for them, and it was under
a minute left to play, so in my
head I knew tnat this was

sent CM of attacks by God, and
it has touched on*' o\ its best
buildings And this is America
filled with fear from the north
to south and east toWQrt. thank
God. And what Amerii.i is hi
in): today Ifl something van lit
tie of what we have Haled lor

TRAVIS Cl.IHGfXPfflJimior phtxograplrr
Red-»hlrt freihman quarterback Matt LeZotte, #16, scramble* to find an open receiver downfleld.

Nail-biter call dashes hopes for first away win in two years
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
One minute, you are celebrating because you think
you won your first road
game in almost two years
The next minute, you are told
the game isn't over.
The JMU football team
went through this change of
emotions in its 45-44 doubleovertime loss to Villanova
University Saturday
in
Villanova, Pa.
In the first overtime, the
Dukes won the coin toss and
elected to play defense first.
On four plays, the
Wildcats scored on a dive by

Saturday senior
Vi"anova j^"
45
JMU 2 0T
,.
44

Westbrook
teethe
lead.
JMU then
had
its
chance to
score from
the Villanova 25-yard line.
With the help of a defensive
penalty, the Dukes' senior
fullback Robert Carson
scored on third and goal
from the 1-yard line. Redshirt freshman place kicker
Burke George made the extra
point attempt to tie the game

at 38-38 and sent the game
into a second overtime.
In double-overtime, the
Dukes had first possession.
After two penalties, JMU
found itself with a first down
and 25 on the Villanova 26yard line. A Wildcat pass
interference call on third
down gave JMU a first down
and put the Dukes on the 3yard line.
Carson ran for a loss of 3
yards, forcing a second and
goal from the 6-yard line.
Red-shirt freshman quarterback Matt LeZotte scrambled to the right side and as
Wildcat defenders moved

in, threw across the field to
find
sophomore
wide
receiver Alan Harrison in
the end zone.
On the extra point
attempt, the snap skipped on
the ground and George's
kick missed, leaving JMU
with only a 44-38 lead.
The missed kick left the
door wide open for the
Wildcats and they came
knocking. Villanova moved
down to the 4-yard line, but
a Westbrook run for a loss
of 2 yards moved the
Wildcats back to the 7-yard
line. On third down, junior
see CATCH, page 16

news editor
In-state undergraduate students will face no increase in
summer school rates this year,
although out-ot-stale students
will experience an InCfaaM
Members of the Board of
Visitor*, examined lh***M* and
other university issues during
their meeting Friday.
The new summer school
rates for 2002 included no
change in tuition and tees tor instate undergraduates, M the rale
remained at S52 per semester
hour, according to Charles King,
vice
president
for
Administration and finance.
The rate for out-of-state undergraduates rose fn>m $248 to $270
per semester hour. The rate for
in-state graduate students rose
from $114 to $118, while the rate
for out-of-state graduate students rose from $402 to $440 per
semester hour.

i |\HN nNKER/n
Student service fees and
rooming costs did not change,
although the boarding rates n>se
$2 from $75 to $77, primarily to
ottset

food

coal

Lncftaaeii

according to King
King said flu- Virginia
Department of Planning and
Budget and pro-approved 11

capital outlay projects, rheec

ZTA, Health Center team
for Breast Cancer week
KlUSTEN BERTRAM
staff writer
Zeta Tau Alpha and the
University Health Center are
combining efforts to promote
National
Breast
Cancer
Awareness Month with a variety of events this October.
Since 1992, ZTA's national
philanthropy has been the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation. According to the
Komen Foundation's Web site
http:lhvww.kimien.org, its mission is "to eradicate breast cancer .is a life-threatening disease
by advancing research, education, screening and treatment."
ZTA coordinator for Breast
Cancer Awareness Month, junBY

ior Courtney Sullivan, said that
through a variety of speakers,
benefit concerts and many
more events over the course of
10 days, money will be railed
to donate to the Komen
Foundation.
Coordinator of Health
Promotion Ann Simmons said
tins will be the first year UHC
co-sponsors the seven events
with ZTA.
With a 25-eent donation,
members of the JMU community can buy a pink slip of
paper and write the name of a
breast cancer survivor on it,
Sullivan said. She said the
papers will later be linked to
form a chain of life to be dis-

played in Warren Hall.
Sullivan said that in the
past,
ZTA
co-sponsored
Lombardi Gras and Spikrlrst
with Alpha Kappa Lamda. and
all admission fees went to the
Komen Foundation.
This vear, ZTA hopes to hold
events that will"promote breast
cancer awareness and raise
more money to benefit their
cause, Sullivan said.
Simmons said, "I think this
is a great opportunity to keep it
local and allow all faculty, staff
and students to stop by the
commons, listen to a speaker or
spend a few hours at a gjaal
tec GROUPS, page 5
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include the Harrison Hall aiul
Annex renovations at SI |,0, million, the CISAT A3 contraction
at $28.4 million, me i enter tor
the Arts at $48J million, the
Musi, Radial M.ill at $27.8 million, i technology InfraMractuie
at $8.8 million, a libraiv tor the
ClSA'l side o, campus at $24.8
million. Miller Mall nnovatloni
at $16.6 million, Cle\ eland Hall
renovations at $7.1 million
Roop Mall renovation-, at $12.1
million, phase ^i»i theWuootone
residem e hall reno\atinns at $9
million and Warren I (all renovations .it |U million
The board approval a beetf
funding adjustment reejueM to
ask the gDVBfllOf and General
Assembly to increase (MU's
base operating budget. The
requested Lnonaac would bean
additional $6 million in 2003
and an additional $6 million in
2004. This is a reaction koi etudjj
by the )oint Higher Education
MI
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L IKII'I. newcomers welcome, for more Inibrmittcflv contact

Multiple Sclerosis W alk

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 10

Sara at uKfam
• Young Republicans meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 402

TUESDAY, OCT. 9
• Come join t in lr K! I lave tun and help your communitv C ii.U' K nnviM\r[\ hu-sdayat6p.m.,Taylor305. For
mom information, contact Amyatdfclrains6Wo7.com
• c ampul AaeauH ReepontE (CARE) Week "Rape is
Not SV prmntlUon, 7pm .Grafton-Stovall

WVPT goes digital

Grand Larceny
• Unknown subjects reportedly entered
a vehicle in W-lot and removed several
CDs Also, there reportedly was property damage to the vehicle. The incident
occurred Sept 29 between 3 a.m. and
9:15 am.
The victim later reported that a driver's license was also missing The
additional missing item was reported to
police Oct. 2.
Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported the larceny of
a license plate from a vehicle parked in
Rl-lot sometime between Sept 23 at 3

3

Protesters see war in
opposing light

• CARE weekly meeting, 7 p.m., Taylor 305, for more inii-rmation, contact Erin Strine at strhieem

House Editonal Sunday's attack
makes war a reality

7

• Mosier event, 5:30 p.m. dinner, 7 p.m lecture, open to the
public, for more information contact the College ot Education
at xS-6572

Darts and Pats

7

Letters to the Editor

8

OPINION
7

Campus Spotlight: Do you think
President Bush made the nght decision with Sunday's attack''
8

BY KIMM.RI.Y McKi s/n
polilt' reporter

In other matters, campus police report
the following:

3

• JMU chjplcr of the Virginia Biotechnology Association
hosts David M. Anderson, vice president of Scientific Affairs
and Vincent Conklin, chief executive ottm trom Lyotropic
Therapeutics, Inc, Richmond, 5 p.m , ISAT 136. refreshments
provided, for more information, contact leulonra

POLICE LOG

A JMU student allegedly took a roommate's prescription-drug medication.
The incident occurred Oct 4 at 10:27
p.m. in Hoffman Hall.
As of print date, no charges were placed

NEWS

• l-ong Distance Relationship Pnifiram, 7 p.m., Hanson Hall
TV lounge

WEATHER
LIFESTYLES
p.m. and Sept 30 at 3 p.m.
• A JMU student reported the larceny of
a license plate from a vehicle parked in
Rl-lot sometime between Sept. 26 at 5
p.m. and Oct 2 at 5 p m.
• A JMU student reported that an
unknown person removed a rear-wheel
assembly from a bike outside Music
Budding Oct. 4 between 7 p.m. and 8 55 p.m.
Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Peter D Perkins. 19. of Pittsburgh,
Pa. and David D. Van Nostrand, 19, of
Wilhnglon. Conn, were arrested and
charged with underage possession of
alcohol in Wilson Hall Oct. 2 at 10:22 p.m.
• Carlos J Novak, 18. of Mechanicsville
was arrested and charged with underage possession of alcohol in Garber
Hall Oct 5 at 1:45 a.m.
The subject was allegedly extremely
intoxicated as he reportedly staggered
around and fell down in the courtyard.
• Rachel A. Martonik, 18, of Annandale
was arrested and charged with under-
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"It's a revolution that's of a greater
breadth than the transition from
black and white to color."

■ Walking for a cause
The ninth annual Harrisonburg MS
Walk was held Saturday and raised
over $19,000

GAIL SMITH

WVPT promotion manager
tn below

m balow

Campus PBS station
enters digital realm
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

staff writer
JMU's campus will become
the home of a revolution in television viewing next Thursday.
Oct. 18, the local PBS station
WVPT, located off Bluestone
Drive on Port Republic Road,
officially will switch from analog to high definition digital
broadcasting.
It's .i revolution that's of a
greater breadth than the transition from black and white to
color," said Gail Smith, promotion manager for WVPT. "We are
the first in a Virginia-designated
market to go digital."
According to Smith, the
Federal
Communications
Commission mandated that analog broadcasting, the current
transmission means of most stations, may continue until the
year 2006. Starting in 2006, .ill
analog signals must cease and all
analog Iransinilliis must sluil
down. Smith said all commercial
and public stations must broadcast a digital television signal by
May 2003. "We are at step one,"
Smith said "That is the broadcast of a digital signal."
John Woody, associate professor in the School of Media
Arts and Design, has closely followed the advancements in the
digital television revolution. "It
just takes so much money, a lot
of new equipment and you
have to approach production
differently," he said. "But it's
inevitable. And it's really great
"It's a stunning technology
shift," he said. "The sooner the
better. It's nice to see the local
public broadcasting station in
the iSM taking me lead."
Smith siid, Digital television is a system of a whole different type of broadcast
According to WVPTs Web site,
"I>igital television is the transmission of a signal encoded as
zeroes and ones — the digit.il
code in computer technology.
Digital signals can be compn'sst'ii I*' provide lour, tne or
more channels in the same bandwidth required for one channel
of analog transmission."
Smith said an analog channel takes six megahertz of bandwidth, which can fit lour to six
channels in digital technology.
"The possibilities for the num-

WVPT*>
NATE THARP/contributing artist
ber of channels is multiplied by
four or six times," she said.
"We plan to utilize our multicasting capabilities to meet
our mission of enlightenment,
education and culture," Smith
said. "We hope to broadcast
one of our channels with all
children's programs." Smith
also said that the station hopes
to additionally have "a tele
course type channel where the
programs would be of value to
those in the work force.
"Another big part of the digital revolution is the enhanced
audio and visuals," Smith Mfd.
Digital television has higher
definition picture and sound
quality, according to Smith.

-6 6

We are the first in a
Virginia-designated
market to go digital.
-Gail Smith
WVPT promotion manager

DTV has three main benefits,
she said. It allows for high definition television, multicasting
and datacasting. High definition
television is higher quality picj
ture and sound. Multicasting
delivers additional television
channels. Datacasting simultaneously broadcasts support materials on coordinating Web sites.
According to Smith, these
datacasting capabilities will
provide many tangible benefits
for the viewers of public television, including "the ability to
print out biographies of people
on biography programs, being
able to print out music scores
and being able to print out virtual tours.
"You can see it one of three
ways," Smith said. "You can
buy a digital television set. You
can purchase a digital converter

box for your TV. Or you can see
it on a computer with a video
card that has a good monitor."
According to WVPT's Web sue,
a digital television set costs several thousand dollars.
Crutchfield, a local electronic
store, carries high definition
televison sets that cost between
$4,000 and $6,000 for a 16:9 ratio
television set.
"It will serve the same people that receive Channel SI
right now," Smith said. For
those planning on not buying a
new digital television anytime
soon, WVPT will continue
attempting to provide the best
analog broadcasting as well.
"We will up-convert our current signal," Smith said.
"For right now in this area
there are probably very few
people with the capabilities to
pick it up," Woody said. "It's
expensive still, but going down
in price rapidly."
At their headquarters on
campus, WVPT will celebrate
the official move to digital
broadcasting. "We are going to
be having our celebratory event
Oct. 18 at 7 p.m.," Smith said.
"This is our switch-thro wing
event."
WVPT will air a special show
for the first digital viewing of
their station Called "WVPT
Presents High Definition," the
show will include prerecorded
segments, as wwll **. "talking
with PBS executives on what the
change means for viewer ,t
home," Smith said.
Senior Mike Schwieters
said, "PBS has a lot of quality
programming that should be
available to be viewed no
matter what type of television or service you have. I am
very fascinated by the various items that they bring out
on the 'Antique Road Show.'
The digital cable will heighten the viewing experience of
that show."

K \K1 N Kl P| l \W\Ulff pholognipher
Students and Harrisonburg residents walk to raise money for multiple sclerosis research and to
support those affected by the disease.

Multiple sclerosis walk
raises research money
Students, Harrisonburg residents take walk
BY LISA NATALKTHIO

contributing writer
Students and I larrisonburg
pMtdentB participated in the
ninth annual Harrisonburg
MS
Walk
for
Multiple
Sclerosis Saturday morning to
raise money for research and
to support those affected by
the dis<
The Blue Ridge chapter of
the National Multiple Sclerosis
Svietv sponsored the e\ cut
Program Director of the
Blue Ridge chapter, Kathcrine
Garvln
said aproximately
$18,000 was collected at the
walk and with the addition of
standing pledges, over $19,000
will be collected.
Approximately 260 people
registered for the event. But
about 300 walked, according

to Garvln*
The MS Walk is an annual
four-mile
walk
around
Harrisonburg with a special
one-mile family route for those
who are not able to walk the
entire four miles.
Participants, including Ira

ternities. sororities and groups
of friends, formed walking
teams to raise money for the
walk.

MS

Walk

Director

(Catherine Shuler said businesses such as Sheetz and
Domino's rewarded teams
that raised the most money
with prizes like a year of free
gas or pizza.
Shuler said people may
make donations to the walk for
another month.
Senior MS Walk particiCjn: Dana Roller said this was
er first year participating in
this event and she would "definitely come back and walk
next year"
Representative
of
the
National Multiple Sclerosis
Society Jennifer Reutershan
said the money raised will go
toward research on a national
level, the local chapter and
support functions such as
education, support groups
and equipment rentals.
The Blue Ridge Chapter
annually sponsors 14 Other

walks, two bike tours and four
dinners, Reutershan said.
Rauttrthan
described
Multiple Sclerosis using an
analogy of a wire with a protective coating. She said the
wire is one's central nervous
system and the protective
coaling covering the wire is
one's myelin (fatty substance
that covers certain nerve
libers). When an individual
contracts MS, their myelin
begins
to
deteriorate,
Reutershan said. As a result,
mflisaatn sent from the brain
to various parts ol the body
become confused or lost.
MS is most common in people between the ages of 20 and
40. according to Reutershan.
She said two thirds of MS cases
affect females.
Reutershan said people may
volunteer, donate or participate
in upcoming MS fund raising
events Kith as a Valley Mall holiday gilt wrap
For more information or to
volunteer or donate, call 1-800I K.I ITMS.

Arab students weigh fears, some return home
BY BkTH

KASSAB AND
KELLY BREWINGTON

Orlando Sentinel
Shariq Hasan talks to his
parents in Saudi Arabia almost
every day. reassuring them that
he is safe despite the reports
they see on Saudi television ol
a swelling anti-Muslim sentiment here
Unlike hundreds of other
students at universities across
the United SUM, Hasan decided to finish his last year at
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University in Daytona Beach.
Fla. before returning to Riyadh
to find a job near his family in
the Saudi Arabian capital.
"It did enter my mind that if
it gets worse or something, I
could go back," he said.
Hasan is typical of the several hundred foreign students
studying in Central Horida —
he's staying, but he's cautious
An informal survey by the
Orlando Sentinel shows that
nearly 30 students have left,
including some who are citizens
of countries friendly to the
United Suites.
Some students obeyed parents or embassies who called
them home; others feared
they
would be
harmed
because they are Muslim. A
few from countries that aren't
connected to the conflict were
homesick
anyway
and
became overwhelmed by the
nationwide tension
Ibrahim Hammad, who
prayed at the same D.ni.n.i
Beach mosque as Hasan, flew
home to Saudi Arabia last week,
.ilr.nd ol a backlash against
Arabs since the Sept. II terrorist
attacks.

Belore Hammad left, he said
in an interview that his mother
urged him to withdraw Irom
Daytona Beach Community
College after eight months in
the United States.
"She said, 'Come back to
Saudi Arabia until everything is
done,'" he said, adding he
hopes to return in time lor the
spring semester.
Four other students at
Daytona Beach Community
College from Kuwait and the
United Arab Emirates also withdrew Irom classes, said Michael
Flam, vice president lor student
development
Officials at Embry-Riddle,
where reporters camped for
weeks while the FBI investigated whether a graduate had
hijacked one of the planes in the
attack, say fewer than 10 students have left the university.
Many were from the United
Arab Emirates and did so at the
urging of the embassy, they
said. Embassy officials wouldn't
say why they encouraged students to leave.
Still other students, such as
Nidal Sakr, a doctoral student in
economics at the University of
Miami, have found IhtflMuVH
caught between two worlds.
An American citizen, born
in Providence, R.I., Sakr can
relate to U.S. patriotism, as well
as various Middle Eastern political and religious beliefs. His
lather, who is Palestinian. Ii\ i"in Jordan. Sakr has lived in
Jordan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia
and Egypt.
I \v li.is watched some ol his
classmates return to the Middle
Last. I ie has seen female students refuse to wear their hii.il1

— traditional covenng — and
many too scared to return to
class days alter the attack
Though he is not planning to
leave now, he said he will go to
his mother in Egypt if the
United States goes to war.
"When a war breaks out.
feelings and emotions run very
high," he said. "People don't act
very rational. My first concern
would be for my family. I would
just want to be with them."

the United SIMM on scholarships, and about 35 have
returned home, though the
iinhiss, ure.ed them l.> stay.
"Especially from this counIrv, our ally, we need them to
be here," Al-Mezrcm said. "But
some of our students are
voung freshmen, some are girls
wearing scarves. Some didn't
leave their houses for the first
wpek. They were afraid of
being ttUKMd

School
Daze
e news

Not all Arab nations are calling students home, said Tareq
Al-Mezrem, the media attache
at the Kuwait Embassy in
Washington, DC, but many are
giving free plane tickets to those
who are too frightened to stay in
the United States.
"They're feeling like anyone
who looks Middle Eastern is
being attacked," he said "Their
families are scared."
The Kuwaiti government
has more than 3,000 students in

Most embassies won't say
how many students are leaving so the National Muslim
Student Association, which
has tried 10 track the numbers, hasn't had much sueCfSf said Altai Musain, president of the group
"We know this phenomenon is occurring," said the
Howard University doctoral
student
who
lives
in
Washington, IK
"Hut |ust
anecdolalK

The single most potent
reason for departure is mom
and dad.
Parents, he said, are telling
students: "'You don't need to
Stick this out You don't need to
be the poster child for Arabs.'"
At the University of Central
Florida, which enrolls about
200 Middle Eastern students,
10 have dropped out to return
to countries including the
United Arab Emirates, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and Egypt.
Some students left to return to
non-Middle Eastern countries
UK h as India and Trinidad.
Of the 10 who left, four were
freshmen who came to United
States just this semester.
"They were still going
through culture shock and then
less than a month into things,
thev wen-exposed to this," said
Saleha Suleman. director of
international
students
and
scholar service*. It UCF "They
got really scared "
None of the students who
left reported being harassed,
Suleman slid.
"They were hearing stones
and rumors from their friends in
other cities that they had been
threatened and called names,"
she said.
A female student from
Egypt who left Valencia
( ommuntty
College
told
friends that other students had
mads threatening' comments
to her, and a voung man from
I )man said he had Iven the tar

get oi i derogatory comment
off campus at his apartment
complex, said Mike Hooks,
vice president for planning and
education SSTViOM A student
Irom Hra/il also went home in

the wake of the attacks.
"We don't want our students
SO li\e m fear," Hooks said.
At the University of Florida,
just one ol its nearly 200 Middle
Eastern
students
returned
home, said Deborah Anderson,
coordinator for International
Student Services
About 85 percent of the university's 2,700 foreign students
are graduate students — they
are older and not influenced by
parental pressure in the same
way younger undergraduates
may be, she said.
While foreign students have
a home country to return to, second generation Arab-Americans
and Muslims identify only with
the United States
John Shinvvar, whose family
is from Afghanistan, said he's
well familiar with hostile attitudes
toward
non-white
Americans that have emerged
since the attacks on the World
Irade l. enter and Pentagon.
I was walking to work
and people looked at me and
told me to go home," he
said "I thought, '1 am home.
What
are
you
talking
about?'"
Shinwar, a chemical engineering junior at UF, said he
has never seen his grandmother or other family members who live in a poor
Afghan vlllaga Sometimes
his grandmother can cross the
border Irom their village into
Pakistan to find I rare working telephone
"It's very hard," Shinwar
said
Imagine never seeing
VOUI whole family, never having your family
Ifi |ust ■

voice on the phone"
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U. Utah researchers find HIV component
B\ W> NNI I*\KR\
Daily I 'tah Chronicle
rhe s inn thai causa AIDS
commandeers <i while Mood
cell'l own inner machinery pro
dudng more virus partkles to
Invade new oriband spreading
the disease
[tut researchers .11 the
Unrversity ol Utah and Myriad
Genetics in Research Park
l i.ih. have found .1 key compo
nenl to .1 viral particle's escape
from ita hoM onl rheh results
will .lppt-.ir m Iht't V t "> isMicot
the journal CaV.
rhis 1- siili bask research,''
said Was Sundquiet, an .mthor
ol the stud) ana .1 profeaaoc ol
I'IIK hemistrv. I lowi'vcr, the dis
covery has potential to yield a
drug Ire.itment for \!l »S B.ised
on the research. Myri.id
Genetics Is wotting to develop
such a drug, he said.
Because strains ol HIV mlatant to current treatments
recently have *.pniny; up, drugs
using different meOUOliamS to
thwart the virus must he developed. IXxlors need the "next
ejeneration" drug'- to fight
increasing resistance In both
bacteria] and viral infections.
"It's a constant war,"
Sundquist said.

HIV. the virus responsible
for AIDS, inters .1 host cell.

Acting Hks a paiaoite, it causes
the OH) to produce thousandaol
copies d the vims' genetic coda.
New viral particles collect at the
odri nu-inbtant', ready to be
released. Sundoulal said
llie authors found when a
certain cellular protein tVM
eliminated, the viral particles
could not bud off and leave the

It's a constant war.
— Wes Sundquist
h(vhmc-lt) protestor

cell. Instead they remained
stuck at the cell's surface,
unable to spread the Infection
They determined the prou-in
binds to the viral particle and
initiates the budding process.
The protein is a crucial part of a
pathway that probably nvorvei
many proteins, Sundijuist said.
In a healthy cell, this pathway is involved in transporting
materials for degradation, all
within the cell.

Though scientists already
knew of the protein's existence
the study uncovered the crucial
role it played in the virus
escape front the hosted it even
tuaiiv destroys their discover)
might influence research into
treatments ol diseases other
than AIDS
"We think the pathway is
likely to affect other vfrusas,"
Sundquist said
Myriad (ieneties did the initial "fishing expedition," said
Utn von Schwedler, a postdoctoral fellow and an author of the
paper (We the lab determined
the protein 1 tun ban, tests w Hh
the actual HIV began.
The gene responsible 'or
producing the cellular protein
was inactivate so the host cell
could not produce the protein
A virus invading this host cell
could not be infectious, von
Schwedler said.
The university keeps HIV
samples in a secured facility.
Oily three people have access
to the virus, she said. Inside
they must put on gloves, goggles and other protective wear.
The only sorts of diseases
sffofded more care are airborne
ones, like I h 4.1 The university
does not maintain diseases as
dangerous as Ebola, she said.

Read the line print: Look at all this exciting news going on. Wouldn't you
like to write about exciting news events. Call the News desk at X8-6699
POUCH LOG, from page 2
age possession of alcohol near
Mr Chips Ocl 5 at 220 a.m.
Trespassing
• A trespass notice was issued

to a non-student in the Warren
Hal area Oct. 5 at 1.44 a.m.
The subject also reportedly
is under investigation for larceny in a related incident

Non-compliance
• A JMU student was judicially charged with non-compliance and personal abuse in
Garber Hall Oct. 5 at 1:45 a.m.

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel G. Witmer. M.D.
Louis E. Nelson. M.D.

C. Larry Whitten, M.D.
Herbert E Bing, M.D.

M. Catherine Slusher, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver. F.N.P.

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASON K. GENTRY. M.D.

Media, not students, question
Harvard-bin Laden connection
BY LUKE SMITH

Harvard Crimson
IX-spitc heavy media play of
Harvard
University's bin
Laden fellowships. Harvard
officials say they have barely
heard from students and alumni since the Sept. 11 terrorJsJ
attacks.
The bin Laden family's
endowed fellowships total S2
million, for use at Harvard's
law and design schools Since
the attacks. Harvard officials
have stressed that the
University would cease using
the endowed funds if they
found any explicit link with
any Osama bin Laden's terrorist organization.
Andy
Tiedemann,
a
spokesman in fhe development
office, said no I larvard students
have called to object to the bin
I Aden fellowships.
"I have yet to hear from a
student, and I've heard horn
only a few alumni, as well as
general public inquiries,"
Tiedemann said.
He said most calls he
received about the fellowships
wen- simply to clarify, rather
than criticize.
"Most people just want to
understand what the facts
are," Tiedemann said. "Some
people have been given mis-

Property Damage
• A JMU employee reported
damage to the rear door of a vehicle occurring Oct. 3 between 8
a.m. and 12:05 p.m.

information or misheard
what Ihe tacts were."
I la would not specify how
the public may have been
misinformed, saying "that the
coverage in the media has
been accurate."

-66
Some people have been
given misinformation
or misheard what the
facts were.
— Andy Tiedemann
Harvard development
office spokesman

-99

remember Kick to the barrage of
images that were coming across
and the quick bits of information, you were hearing bin
Liden, bin Liden, I larvanl, bin
I-Mien, so I think it was understandable that people might
draw the wrong message."
Wrinn took issue with a
Boston morning talk show that
described Harvard as taking
"blood money" from the bin
Laden family.
"Where
|thc
media]
strayed," Wrinn said, "was
kind of first, second and thirdhand type of retelling "
In the wake of the attacks,
the University has removed
the names of this year's bin
Laden fellows from the
Harvard Web site for security concerns, however.
List week, the University

Bui the media, intrigued by
the association o( Ihe bin
I aden name and Harvard,
have called University public
relations officials repeatedly.
I imcrsity spokesperson Joe
MMlYI MM be has been called
by "dozens and do/ens of
praM agi-niMl from all around
Ihe wrond," nuhnling 77ie New
York Times, The Wall Slreel
lourital and The Boston Globe,
"From the start, to me, il WM
just very understandable how
someone mi^hl gel .1 misimpression.' Wrinn said "If you

Cambridge City Council for its
bin Laden fellowships, when
Councillor Kenneth E. Reeves
('72) demanded that Harvard
give the bin Uiden endowment
money to the victims of the terrorist attacks. The council ultimately voted for a resolution
asking the University to donate
$5 million to funds benefiting
the victims, but did not explicitly tie the request to Harvard's
bin l-iden connection.

Recovered Property
• A JMU concessions banner
reported missing earlier reportedly was recovered Oct. 2 at
10:30 p.m.

Number of tickets issued
between Sept. 24 and Sept
30:954
Number ot drunk In public
charges since Aug. 25: 42

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Florida

came under etteck from the

Promote Trips at JMU
Earn Cash and Go Free
Call for details!!!

Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800)545-3348
Ask about our
new extended hours
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

TN4 lAleek or tAaintheex

Tuesday Oct. 9th-

A Roots Rock Dancing Jamm
Good Time with

"Made frOm Scratch"
IS5.00 Couer -9:30 Showtime)

Wednesday Oct. 10th

Hard Rock with

ReagollsCroSs" 'Wiediall
& "Misguided" SSSSL
West Side Barber Shop

500,000

and Styling Saton

Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

New Boobs

$6.00

Hair Cuts
Men & Women

60%.90% off retail

7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Today thru October 21
Open Only during Scheduled Dates from

Walk-Ins
Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

Feoturing large selections of history,
literature, children's books, reference,
health & self-help, science & nature,
religion, philosophy, political science,

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Brenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

9AM-7PM

Daily

computer books, cookbooks & much more,
located between Horrisonburg & Staunton.
Take 1-81 to exit 240; turn east on Rd. 682
& watch for the signs. Call for more info.

Green Valley Book Fair
i

2197 Cr.tn Volley In., Ml. Cawlord, VA 27841
800 3150099
www.gvbookfair.com/jmu
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BOV approves land purchases, explains sport tiers
BOV, from fHi£el
Funding Subcommittee of the
lieneral Assembly th.it ranked
JMU as the most underfunded
institution in Virginia and recommended JMU receive an
■ddttfcnal $24 million to $26
million in its operating budget.
This request would meet half
thatgo.il
Plans for purchases
King said the university
plant to purchase the Blue
Ridge Hall property that it now
leases when the lease expires in
May. "We do have a need for
the property, in our mind/' he
said King said the university
intends to use the space to
hOUM the clinics associated
with the Health Sciences
department. Some of the clinics
currently are located in buildings that will be renovated, he
and Thll would be paid for by
a proposed $540,924 increase in
the 2002-'04 operating budget.
An additional increase in th.
2002-'04 budget was requested
(or new bdnWi tor the School
of Art and Art I listory King

■aid the administration was not
comfortable with the current art
studio location on South Main
Street, plus it wants to relocate
the sculpture laboratory thai
nirtvntlv i1- loctftd in Hamsun
Hall He said the lab will be
removed after the I l.irrison n n

Professional Programs The
new college combines the current graduate school with he
continuing education program.
The board also approved the
new Faculty Senate constitution. After sharing suggestions
for semantic alterations, a
iv\ ised Board of Visitors manual was approved. The manual
outlines board procedures and

ovations,
King laid the university is
considering
the
former
WhiteseI Bros., Inc. building on
(.race Street .is the livation for .1
new studio and lab. King said
the current owner is willing to
renovate the space for use 81 111
art studio, although the ilc.il is
not yet final. This would be
paid for by a proposed $294,000
IIH «N in the 2(X)2-'04 operating budget
In closed session following
the meeting, the board directed
the university's administration
to proceed with negotiations
and purchases of the properties.

Approvals
The board voted in approval
Of a new name lor the Graduate
School. It will now be called the
College of Graduate and

poBdai.

Rose reviews university
actions
JMU President 1. in wood
Rose commended the efforts of
faculty and students in preventing another major off-campus
incident at the start of the 2001'02 academic year, as well as the
cooperation of the JMU and
Harrisonburg police departments. "I think our police forces
work more closely together
now than perhaps ever in the
past, so out of something negative COOMB some positive
results," he said. "I think their
relationship is a very good one
right now."
He discussed the actions of

the university following the
Sept. 11 tragedy. "I think the
general student body has handled all of this in a very mature
fashion and, I might add, a very
patriotic fashion," he said.
Three alumni are still missing as
a result of the attacks and a parent of one student was lost.
Rose said. Classes were not canceled on Sept. 11 because the
administration felt students
should have a venue for talking
about what had happened, he
said. Rose commended faculty
for talking through some of the
issues with students.

Four tiers explained
Board member Joseph Farrell,
Saking for the Athletics
nmittee, explained the reasoning behind establishing the
new four-ber athletics system.
"We are pursuing a strategy of
establishing a tradition of success," he said. To achieve success,
the system establishes a mission
statement and expectations for
each individual sport he said.
"The four-tier concept is
designed to serve as an internal

operating policy for (allocating
resources)," he said.

Resignations
Board
member
Paul
Chiapparone announced that
Mitch Moore resigned as vice
president for development and
alumni relations, effective Sept.
28, and QttriN 1 BOHon is now
setving as acting vice president
until the position is filled.
Chiapparone
also
announced that Assistant Vice
President
of
Parent
and
Constituent Relations Glenda
Rooney will be leaving the university Oct. 9 to move to South
Carolina.
Chiapparone said it was the
most successful fund raising
year for the university, as more
than $9 million was raised,
close to $6 million of which
was in cash.

Faculty members recognized
Rose recognized five JMU
faculty members that recently
have received major honors
The faculty recognized were:

Groups urge women's wellness,
Breast Cancer awareness week
OROUnfimpqt 1
concert, depending on the
amount of time they have.
"This is important to us
because one of our missions is
to promote wellness and preventative care," Simmons said
"We want to be proactive
Instead ot nactive bi all health
situations
we deal
with
throughout the year"
In the coming weeks, members of ZTA, as well as representatives from Women of
Color and former members of
Alpha Chi Rho will assist in
distributing pink
ribbons,
stu kors and shower cards that
detail self-examinations for
breast cancer and testicular
Oincar. Simmons s,n,t

"VVr ,ilso like to include
information for men and
incorporate testicular cancer
awareness and proper self
examinations into our message because there isn't an
awareness month for them,"
Simmons said. She said current research shows that the
testicul.ii cancel rate is highest
in males ages 15 to 23.
"It (breast cancer awareness)
is a really important subject that
people on campus should have
widespread knowledge about,"
junior Leah McCombe said
"Especially because it a (frits
the lives of both men and
women."
ZTA member junior Jessica
Hanson said, "Mv hope is that

everyone will understand that
breast cancer not only effects
women but also the friends and
families of women."

44
We want to be
proactive instead of
reactive in all health
situations we deal with
throughout the year.
— Ann Simmons
coordinak* of health promotion

95

Sullivan said one in eight
women will be affected with
breast cancer at some point in
their lives.
Simmons said she hopes the
events promote awareness and
teach that it is never too early
to start self-exa mi nations and
learn when to seek help.
"This is an issue that hits
home with a lot of our girls,"
Sullivan said. "This year we an?
taking the awareness to a
whole new level."
ZTA member junior Lauren
Alfonso said, "I am so excited
for Breast Cancer Awareness
week. I feel like the events over
the 10 days will help unite our
campus in the fight against
breast cancer"

• Gregory Versen, associate
professor of social work,
received the 2001 Lifetime
Achievement Award from the
Virginia chapter of the National
Aaaoi i.ition of SodaJ Workers
• Jonathan Moore, associate
professor of biology, received
the 2001 Excellence in Teaching
Award from the American
Society of Plant Biologists
• Nicholas Bankson, professor
of speech-language pathology
and head of the Department of
Communication Sciences and
Disorders, will receive the
Honors of the American
Speech-Language-Hearing
Aaaodatton bl November
• Virginia Andreoli Mathie,
professor of psychology, was
selected by the American
Psychological Association as
winner
of
the
2002
Distinguished Contributions of
Applications of Psychology to
I Jo. ation and Training Award
• John Woody, associate professor of media arts and design.
was selected to join the Apple
Distinguish,,!
Educator
Program for 2001 -2002.

U.S. begins attacks
on Afghani soil
U.S., from page 1
determination and will and
purpose," he said. "Today we
focus on Afghanistan, but the
battle is broader. Every
nation has a choice to make.
In this conflict, there is no
neutral ground."
The ruling Taliban militia
declared the assault to be a
"terrorist attack" and vowed
that America "will never
achieve its goal" through military action, according to the
Washington fVftf I Wh ate
Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein said yesterday that
U.S.-led military strikes on
Afghanistan would deatabl
lize the world and might
expand to other countries.
"This style will only lead

to more instability and lawIrssnrss in the world,"
Hussein said during an
emergency meeting of his
inner cabinet.
"America
might increase the use of
forces and include other
countries."
"We're
a
peaceful
nation," Bush said. "Yet, as
we have learned, so suddenly and so tragically,
there can be no peace in a
world of sudden terror. In
the face of today's new
threat, the only way to pursue peace is to pursue those
who threaten it. We did not
ask for this mission, but we
will fulfill it."
—compiled from staff reports

Go DUKES!!

CORETTA SCOTT KING

Fresh Baked Bagels
Great Sandwiches & Subs

Presents

Open 7 Daus al 6 a.m.

"THE LEGACY OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR."

Welcome Parents! Tail Gate with Mr J's
Party Trays
Party Bagels: Extra large bagel stuffed with your choice
of 3 meats and 1 cheese, garnished with lettuce and tomato.
20" Bagel Feeds 23 people
$41,99
16" Bagel Feeds 15 people
$28.99
12" Bagel Feeds 9 people
$17.99
Party Subs
3' Sub Feeds 17 people
$35.00
5' Sub Feeds 32 people
$55.99

Breakfast Trays
Bagels trayed with Cream Cheese & Butter
$1.29/person
Bagels & Muffins Split Cream Cheese & Butter $1.59/person
Bagels, Muffins, Donuts & Cinnamon Buns
with Cream Cheese & Butter
$1.79/person

Hot Food
(Iu> 'W\M, Ot &■

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

17,2001

WILSON HALL AUDITORIUM
7:00 PM
BVMtt is open lo the publie. Krcc Admission. Scaling is limited. At maximum

Chicken Francaise (approx. 15-20) Full Tray
(approx. 8-10) 1/2 Tray
Chicken Parmesan
Full Tray
1/2 Tray
Baked Ziti Parmesan
Full Tray
1/2 Tray
Lasagna
Full Tray
Sausage and Peppers
Full Tray
1/2 Tray

1

$3.00

capacity, all guests will be directed to satellite locations. Satellite locations available
in III IS 1302, Grafton Stovall Theatre. Sponsored by Center for Multicultural/
International Student Services, University Program Board. N. A. A. C. P., and Black

vJ

$50.00
$27.95
$45.00
$25.00
$38.95
$19.95
$45.00
$45.00
$25.00

!

OFF ANY PURCHASE
..^n
OVER $20.00

Student Alliance Kor more information, please contact CMISS.at (540) 568-6636,

^J

^J

or UPB at (540) 568-6217. No containers or backpacks allowed in Wilson Mall

Black Student Alliance

Market Square East I I Rackingham Square I
1635 37 E, Market WM
1731S. Hight St.
564.0397
432.8854

Harmony Square
1741 Uirginia Rue.
564.8397

6
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(Pheasant (Run

Tkeasant Run
'An easy going student
community dose to stores,
restaurants, and campus.
Teetat home in a settina
that exceeds your
expectations, and hui(t
with your needs in mind.
Phone: (540)801-0660

4 'Bedrooms •
2 1/2 Baths
Spacious (great "Room
Large ^Eat-in 'Kitchen
'Microwave
T>isfrwasfier
'Refrigerator with Ice Maker
"Washer & Tfryer
(Bus Service
Beautifuffi) fandscapedyards
Email: pheasant@pheasantrun.net

South Mun Si

From Port Rebublic Rd., turn left onto
S. Main St. Travel 3/4 mile, then turn
left onto Rocco Ave. Go up towards the
right into Pheasant Run Circle. The first
row of homes is on your left. The model
home is the first on the right, #321.
Open Mon-Fri 10a-5p. 801-0660
Web: www.pheasantrun.net
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"I wanted to peel off
whatever JMU dccals and
stickers I could find on
my car."
DAVI-: KIM
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EDITORIAL

Sunday's attack makes war a reality
It's official. We're at war.
With yesterday's attacks on
Afghani soil, all fears are
confirmed, all doubts are
squelched. And while we
may never hear a direct declaration of war because of
the ambiguity associated
with fighting a war on terrorism rather than a particular people or country, the
rcalitv mat has loomed the
past 26 days is here.
Since Sept. 11, people
around the world speculated about the move the
United States would make
next. How would the
'world's greatest superpower' retaliate? When?
Against whom?
On Oct. 7, .is I'n-iuVnt
George W. Bush announced
that missile strikes had
begun on terrorist camps
and military installations in
Afghanistan, people around
the world stopped their
-|H\ ulation, and the imminence of war became the
presence of war.
According
to
The
Washington
/'osf,
Bush
warned that the events of
Oct. 7 were "just the begin-

ning of a long and potential- will never dream, nor those
ly far-reaching campaign."
who live in America will
So the war is a reality, never taste security and
but has the reality sunk in? safety unless we feel securiDo Americans understand ty and safety in our land and
what this means for us? It in Palestine," according to
may take our personal an Oct. 7 article on washinginvolvement
Ion posl.com.
to acquire a
//
;_
So,
what
firm
hold
•■
choice
did
on the realiBush and the
ty of war.
United States
87percent...
have? Some
Who knows
expect another argue that we
how long it
had
two
will take for .

the

Eassive or to
e agressive,
and
those
ho
seek
"security and
safety" in America after
the uneasiness caused by
recent events are torn.
Like any war-time situation, America's so-called
'new war' will garner foes
and pros, but overall, we
will all be forced to deal
with the outcome of yesterday's attack and every
event to follow.
Disturbing and unreal,
yet every attack usually calls
for a return attack and mili-

"To the press alone, chequered as it is uith tbutm, the world is
indebted for all the triumph* which Itave been gained by
raw M and humanity oivr error and oppres>ion
— fames Madison

EDITORIAL POLICY
The huUttedttl tnl Kile. du opMMal the editorial Kurd a* J whole, and on*
iKVCNsmlv'hf »V lion of M) individual natt member otiheHrttrt
Editorial Board:
Amanda Capp
Managing Editor

Terrence Nowlin
Opinion Editor

UttOStodsecdtal *hould be no more than 500 worJv .ultimo* should be
HO man (DM 1000 WWh md bnA wilt* roMi'hed on a tpace available
. . MUISI be Jeliveird U Th.' B>tW hy noon Tuc»d.ty CM 5 p m Friday.
TW Bnoi mtrvta the right ucdkfe clarity and -i tea
rhtocrtntom htfatoan

i do not nacaaaarllyfaAaci the opinion of the
i ' l.iino M.idiM.n University.

DAVE KIM
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Protestors see war
in opposing light
For the first lime. I was
ashamed to be called a student
of James Madison University
last week. I was so disappointed
to read about the participation
of |MU students in what they
claim was an "anti-war march"
in Washington. D.C that I wanted to peel off whatever JMU
dccals and stickers I could (ind
on my car Initially, I saw these
students as misguided souls.
But on second thought, I've concluded that they are young college students who are harmless
and idealistic and have not really thought through their beliefs
and philosophies. Although I
write this story tor TV Brtrze, I
believe the story also reflects
poor judgment on the part of the
editors who chose to run the
story — on the front page, of all
j'l.m-s It'*, my opinion llial the
editors of Tlte Breeze do a fair fob
of deciding which story will run
where, when and if at all. In this
particular case I think they
bombed miserably, for the following reasons:
The story that appears on the
front page of the Oct. 1 issue of
The Bnvze, tells the reader "the
original focus of the demonstration was to protest the
International Monetary Fund
and World Bank meetings, but
changed to an anti-war protest
following the Sept. 11 events/' I
fail to see how the former, the
International Monetary Fund
and World Bank, has anything
to do with the latter, war against
terrorism. To claim that close
ties exist between the two
would be outrageous. The AntiCapitalist Convergence, a sponsor of the protests DfOinotef
anarchy and would like to do
away with capitalism Although
I could not disagree more with
this idea, I can live with that
because our freedoms allow us
to think differently.
I lind this opinion offensive
and disagreeable, but I fully
support the right to express it.
But the question still
remains: What does that have to
do with waging war against terrorists? If there are those on our
campus who prefer socialism
over capitalism, they have every
right to that opinion, and I
encourage a friendly philosophical discussion. But let's be clear
about one thing: this has
absolutely nothing to do with
the pursuit ol instice for those
who target innocent civilians

without warning.
The article also talks about
the decision made by authorities that no protests should take
place in the vicinity of the
White House for a. 30-day period and how it affected the
demonstrations. It quotes junior
Progressive Coalition member
Jenny Schockemoehl, a participant of the protests as saving,
"It was actually a really big deal
that Bush called for the restriction. It was an example of a
restraint on our liberties."
Excuse me, but do any of these
people understand that the
World Trade Center LUtd the
Pentagon, only blocks from the
White House, were attacked?
Have they heard that the
authorities strongly believe that
the fourth plane that crashed in
Pennsylvania, vv.is headed for
the White House?
Although this may appear
convenient for the authorities in
Washington, D.C, for the demonstrators to claim such ndiculous
ideas is not only insensitive, it
reflects simple ignorance of security concerns. It was for similar
reasons that Reagan National
Airport was shutdown until just
days ago. What if they were planning a protest in the streets of
New York City and the authorities barred them from certain city
blocks to allow for mass funeral
processions of the dead or missing fire and rescue personnel?
Would they be making similar
claims against the mayor of New
York City? The lack of sensitivity
on the part of the protestors leads
me to think that they may also
lack the consideration for the
brave heroes And their mourners.
To make things worse, there
were three arrests made by the
local authorities. So, it was a
demonstration about peace, but
it was not peaceful. What are
we to think about this display
of hypocrisy?
It makes me wonder about
such things, like do these protestors even really believe in their
cause? Are they really for nonviolent resolutions? The fact that
a few couldn't even control
themselves from getting in trouble makes them appear comical
and takes away the little sympathy I have for the demonstrators. Furthermore, our demonstrations are bound to lose their
potency and overall effectivesee WHY, page 8
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tary attacks call for military
personnel. Suddenly every
question of "what would
happen if we went to war"
and "how will war affect our
generation" are questions
tor which we are quickly
learning
answers.
Sometime between Sept. 11
and now, if we went to war,
became we are at war, and
the question of how will war
affect us will be answered
with each passing day.
Almost a month later
and still on our toes, we sit
once again by the television, trtis time watching
green blurry screens ol
attack coverage. In evercurious states, our questions warp from "what if
we go to war?" to "what
steps will we lake next?"
What steps will the Taliban
or other terrorist groups
we've aimed at do next?
Fears warp from questions
of "how many are sdll
missing?" to "what city will
the enemy attack next?"
and while we attack the
homelands
of
others,
what's being done to
defend our homeland?

United terrorist attack 011 choices: to be

States to grasp
the
severity
and the impact
of the events
of Sept. 11?
The people of the United
Stales are afraid. How long
should we have the concern
for our lives, the lives of our
loved ones and our futures?
According to a poll on
CNN.com, 87 percent of
194,971 votes said they
expect another terrorist
attack on US. soil.
In videotaped remarks by
suspected terrorist Osama
bin Laden on Al Jazeera TV,
bin I .i.l.'ii said, "America

see house editorial, below

see story, below

khou>

ill,

or

junior

"It's official. We're at war.'

Darts & Puts are siSmiited anonymously
and printed tm a space-auiiluble basis.
Submissions are based upon one person s
opiiuurt of a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth
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E-mail dans and pals to hrecmlpW hot mail com

Pat...
A "way-to-squeeze-the-Charmin" pat to
the nice person who put soft toilet paper in
the men's bathroom in the Music Building.
Sent in by a patron of the first-floor restroont
who was thankful to twlk ouloftlte stall a little
less chafed.

Dart...
A "you-should-find-your-own-place-tostay" dart to the kid who crawled into my
roommate's bed with wet pants and the 35year-old vagrant who decided to stay over
after the party and drink our left-over keg
until 8 a.m. the next morning.

Dart...
An "aren't-we-in-college-now*" dart
to the individuals who stole all the dryerase board pens from the girls' floors in
Eagle Hall.
Sent in by three angry freshmen girls wlu)
want their pens back

Pat...
A "thank-goodness-nice-guvs-still-exist"
pat to the sweet guy with a black
Volkswagen who gave two girls a lift when
the bus kept going
Sffli "i by two out-of-breath freshmen wlto
RBJHMri the bus proms*1 it ims actually on time

Sent m by a senior who lenwi lier party
Saturday night, but not the :'\tra pfcflonf,

Pat...
A "thanks-so-much-for-you r-automobile-knowledge" pat to the friendly passer-by who helped me remove the radiator cap from my stubborn Ford's overheating engine.
Sent m by a uvakhno, tcito MM ooercotne
with aulomotnle frustration in the Anlhonu
Seeger parking lot ItJj ;ce,i

Dart...
A "grow-up-and-take-responsibility"
dart to tlte penon who blamed their major
advisor for not telling them they had class
es left in order to graduate.
Sent in by a felloie senior who kmnos u-luit
classes tie luis to lake because he took the lime
before his >enior wr to find out and will pVkiuate on fflWf ftftHMM (fix.
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OPINION

Why antiLETTERS TO THE EDITOR war protest?
^»

\SPOTLIGHT J

MEGHAN MONTCOMEBY/Kmor^w/nvVr

Topic: Do you think
President Bush made the

right decision with
Sunday's attacks?
"As long as they're not
killing innocent people."

Peter Hassett
freshman, undeclared
"Good because it is
putting actions behind
Bush's words."

Steve Harabak
sophomore, chemistry

Column found to be
inaccurate

Proper care for flag
subject of concern

To the Editor
While sophomore history
major Chris Lamm is to be
commended (or his defense of
conservative ideals, it is
unfortunate that he allows
factual errors to damage the
credibility of his argument.
Celebrating the Republican
party's commitment to
diversity. Lamm claims "for
the first time in history, an
African-American
[Secretary of State Colin
Powell] is second in line to
replace the president.'' The
25th Amendment to the
Constitution places the
speaker of the House of
Representatives after the
vice president in the line of
presidential succession. The
secretary of state is fourth,
not second, in the line, following the president pro
tempore of the Senate.
Lamm also Identifies
Clarence Thomns as "Chief
Justice" of the Supreme Court.
The current Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court is Willijin
H. Rehnquist, named to that
position
in
1986
by
President Ronald Roagail
Thomas is appropriately
identified .is jusn
"Associate Justice."
Jason S. Bauer
senior, political science

To the Editor:
With the recent wave
of patriotism by the
American public, flags
are
being
displayed
everywhere from homes
to car bumpers. While it
does my heart good to
see such enthusiasm for
the American flag, I cannot help but find myself
a bit upset every time I
see a flag improperly displayed. The American
flag is more than just a
piece of cloth to be displayed like a seasonal
decoration. It deserves
the utmost respect, and
proper courtesy. Here are
a few guidelines of possible interest to students
for the proper display
and handling * of the
American flag.
• Never lower the flag to
UlV person or thing
• When displayed vertically, the union (stars)
should always be in the
position of honor, to "its
own right," or to the left
from the viewers perspective
• When displayed outdoors on .1 staff, the
flag'l union (stars) are
displayed at the peak of
the $tktf, unless at half

staff
• The flag should never
be used as a drapery or
decoration
• Never place any flag
above the American flag
when displaying other
flags with it
• When displaying the
flag with other flags, the
American flag is always
Elaced in the position of
onor, to the flag's own
right, or to the left from
the viewers perspective
• One should never place
on it, attach to it, or otherwise
mark
any
insignia, letter, wora,
number, figure or drawing of any kind
• The flag should never
be used for any advertising purpose
• When the national
anthem is played, one
should stop, face the
nearest flag, or if no flag
is present, one should
face the music, come to
attention and put their
hand over one's heart
until the final note is
played
For more guidelines
on the proper care of the
American flag, go to
htlp://wwu u I | | ,i %
org/ flag.etiquette.html
Zeke Austin,
senior, geography

WHY, from page 7
ness when done in this manner
Their effectiveness is fully
achieved when they are done
on rare occasions, with good
organization and discipline
and, most importantly, with
clear reason and objectives
in mind.
The story did not do justice
to the front page of The Breeze.
The subjects of the story, both
the organizers and the protestors, seemed to lack some
important things. They did
not have a clear philosophy or
objective for the protests, they
were unaware of — or chose
to ignore — the current security concerns, and they failed to
practice what they preached.
These factors can relay the
impression to the readers that
students at JMU have too
much free time or are merely
itching to participate in any
protest just to be able to say
that they've done it. We need
to plan these events better
because people will hear us
and read about us all over the
world. Some may not take us
seriously if we continue in this
way Next time, I hope The
Breeze won't watte MUII space
itn stories like this Next time.
I hope these people won't represent me or my school. It's
embarrassing.
Datv Kim is a junior political
>atihc major.

"No, because thb world is
already corrupt and it is
only making things worse.
All we need is to unite."
TELL US WHAT S UP.

Everett Tyson
sophomore, criminal justice

"Enough innocent lives
have been taken, and a war
would just add to the
whole catastrophe."

Disappointed with life in general?
Tell MS why (we reserve the right
to edit excessive whining).
THE BREEZE

G-1 ANTHONV-SEEGER HALL
SUBMIT TO NOWUNTD

Anand Kao
freshman, computer science

Dare To Be Interesting
warenedd

If you would like to leam

MMM

Monday, 10/«
Wilson Hall 7:00 pm

more about studying

Benefit Concert: Georgia Avenue. Note-Oriety, Exit 24S,
Bluestones. and Overtones. $4 admission fee at the
door. Cosponsor UPB

International Relations.

Wednesday, 10/10
Commons 10 - 3 pm

Management or International

Pink Pay: Wear pink in support of the month. Come
by and reqister for a price, drawing at 3 PM Commons!

Business at an accredited

Saturday. 10/13
Registration begin £AM/Convo
RACE STARTS: 9 am

American University near

SK Walk/Run for Komen: Bring your parents out on a
run through campusl Registration form on website:
http: ''raven.jmu.edu/-sullivcb/ita-bea.htm
$10 minimum donation

Amsterdam, why not visit
our information table in the

Monday. 10/1S
PC Ballroom 7:00 pm

University Center next to the

Survivor Night: Open to JMU and community members
to share stories about how breast cancer has touched
their lives. FREE eventl PASSPORT event

Post Office on Monday,
Tuesday, 10/16
Srafton-Stovall 7:00 pm

October 8th.

Costs for a Year
in Holland
Tuition and Books
10.000
Housing and Food
6,000
Entertainment, etc.
1,500
Airfare to Amsterdam 500
TOTAL
$18,000

"Counting Doves" by Andrew Morris.A husband
shares the storyof his wife's battle with breast
cancer PASSPORT event!!! $2 admission donation
Wednesday. 10/17
PC Ballroom 7:00 pm

Webster
UNIVERSITY

www.webster.nl

Benefit Show: New 8r Improv'd. $3 admission fee
QuMtloni? Contact Courlrny (ZTA) «ullivcb"»jmu.«au 612-4898 or Ann (UHC)
S6S-3S03
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INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
THAT ARE CLEAR
AND CONCISE.
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN'T.
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t un m favor of making things simple

Mil led
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-i' hnan< lal goals

TIAA-CREF.org or call I 800 842 2776
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COST: $9 Students. $4.50

Faculty/Staff
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University Health Center
Tuesday and Wednesday
1-4 PM, Thursday 8:30-12 PM
and
UHC Nursing Satellite HHS 2007
Monday-Friday
12-4 PM

♦ <j%tj^ams

0
MiiM(i^;iN(; money /<» fcofU
With ullirr things !•» iJllfll about
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People with Chronic Health Conditions and
Health Care Workers should come in October. We
advise all other to trait until November.

RUIRIMht

INtURWI

MUIUII FUNDS

r-T

Parents Weekend

1

J

i
t

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
RECEPTION

i IJLL i
Saturday, October 13
9:30-11:00 a.m.
Hillcrest House Porch

.'• .

. ...L.

Speak with the Office of International
Programs staff regarding overseas
academic options!
Light breakfast served.
For more information, contact International Programs at
568-6419, intcmaational@jmu.edu,
www.jmu.edu/intcmational
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.
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In the wake of the recent attacks on America, many
people are wondering where God was in all of this. To
explore this issue, see the feature article, "Where is
God in the Midst of Tragedy?" at

»

,

'

• Evi ryStudent-.com
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Distant horizons beckon, and you're eager to learn. What's over the
next hill? How many more degrees can you accumulate? Your curiosity is boundless,
so don't lei your old tears limit you. This year, explore tilings the way a child would yet responsibly, like an adult

Daily rating: 10 is Ihe easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - Finish as much
^w* homework as you can, even il it's
j^^ not due yet. If you're not enrolled
in .1 class, just follow your
instincts. The more you can leam before
tomorrow, the better. You II have less
time for reading then"
AT

Taurus <April 20-May 20)
-^! Today is a 6 - You're a shrewd
4Jfe||'u>:ohat<>! Ma^ your deal early,
tt W and get what you want. Make sure
the others feel as if they've got a
bargain, too. .

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 23)
Today is an 8 - You continue to be
charming witty and cute. It'll now
fi&;be easy to express yourself and
make new friends It I! also be
easy to write, so if you have a report
that's almost due, get st.iru-.l.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
St,_, 4 Today is a 6 - Follow the money
trail. If you ask leading qutMlom
you'll find ways to get il. It's not
easy, but it's possible. Keep at it.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.2D
loday is .in B - You're learning
j^m* quickly. You stili have to pay close
^^b attention m order to keep up with
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
some of the others. Don't compete
M Today is a 7 - You can talk people with somebody who's been playing this
into just about anything, so why
game for years.
aren't you rich? Maybe you are,
but you know there's more
money to be made. Money is a byproduct Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
~-Today is a 5 - Is it time to get an
of creativity, and you have plenty of
B^» increase in your allowance, paygreat ideas.
£^RT (heck or benefits? Il you think so.
il is. Talk to the person who llflM
, Cancer (June 22-July 22)
the checks If the money is there - and it
Today is a 7 - Amazingly, you're
likely is - it's possible to get more of it
able to find what you were lookcoming your way. Ask.
ing for and express your feelings clc.irU
A person you'd just about decided to
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
cross off your list becomes a friend again,
f^L Today is a 9 - Have you noticed
and it's due to your persistence.
jf you can see farther than before?
■^V It's because you're growing.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
You're gaining knowledge and
^ --* Today is a 7 - Meetings and conexperience, and becoming more confift^ versations go well early People
dent. If you want a favor, from a loved
^^TJ are in the mood to talk then, and
one, ask later rather than earlier.
they'll say exactly what they mean.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
i^t Today is a 7 - This week, going
"V^BI back to work could be a relief.
^B^ Don t get stuck in your old routine, though. Let your supervisor
know you're up for a challenge.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
-^ Today is a 6 - Although work is
^C^kk required, you can gel some excel^~^ lent deals that will help you
spruce up your personal habitat.
Deal with people directly, and you'll get
excellent deal. Put in the effort.
—Tribune Media Services

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Divers'acronym
Do something
Japanese entree
Medieval
instruments
Old card game
Pot builders
Met highlights
Vocalize
displeasure
Coffin stands

1
6
9
14
15
16
17
18
19

31
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Cinders
Staff of life
Periphery
Store away
Ecstasy
Indifferent
American uncle
Pocket change
Camp shelters
Pub order
Possesses
Half a dozen
Affirmative

46 Cover
47 Drinking vessel
48 Black shade
51 Took care of
business, so to
speak
55 Tippy crafl
56 Exist
57 Tennille and
Morrison
58 Particles
59 Drag behind
60 Standing tall
61 Belief
62 Paper honchos
63 Repeat oneself
DOWN
1 Palm-face
encounters
2 Radioactivity unit
3 City on the
Mohawk

'
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23
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25
26

30 Sick

3

14

20 Treated
Ross or Bering
Male sheep
"Ben "
Astronaut
Jamison
28 Piggery
29 French she
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1

1 1
'
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f.l
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
27
28
29
31
32

Vulture's tool
Declares
Picture book?
Chicken quarters
Nothing but gums
Armed with a
certain sword
Workgroup
Pressing device
Natural
medicines
specialist
Shuttle
destination: abbr.
Singer Doris
Luau dances
"St. _ Fire"
Stitch up
Moran and Gray
Analyze
chemically
Inconclusive
conclusion

33 Gets closer and
closer
34 Engagement with
a stranger

s
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37 Singer David
38 Form datum
40 Lowest
temperature
41 Track tout
44 Writer Miller
47 Masticates

■

48
49
50
52
53
54
55

1
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Architect Inigo
Wnter Jong
Snappish
Alaska port
Tramped
Ripped
Hep dude

^cf Now Leasing^
<5
* *

4 Bath luxury

/lubhouse with
i TV, DVD, PoolS

fully equipped
* * *
withwJenrappliances
•.Extra Capacity Washer
Dryers in every apartment!

)les

**J»B/3

irt Business and
Fitness Center
Olympic Size swimming pool

Located off Neff Avenue
on Sunchase Drive)

442-4 Ill

*£* Visit the Sunchase Leasing Center with Your Group and
km Reserve your Housing for toe 2002-2003 School Year!
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Section Two

Health:

Aftermath of Attacks

Hard workouts can help
Americans cope with anxiety
BY ELLEN CREAGER

Knight-Ridder Newspapers
Last week Ellen Martin climbed an
apple tree in her backyard with a
saw and a goal — to chop down
a huge dead branch.
She sweated. Her shoulders got sore.
She breathed hard. She kept going,
though the wood barely yielded.
The hard physical labor paid off.
Not on the tree, because that big old
branch still needs more sawing before it
comes down.
But the exhausting effort worked
on Martin It calmed the teacher It took
all her focus and concentration. It
pushed her anxiety about national
events into the background, if only for
an hour
In our luxurious life, few
Americans consider hard labor as a lifesaver. A heart-healthy pastime, maybe.
A good body shaper. A way to lose
weight so we look cuter or a method to
cut pesky stress at the office.
But forget all that.
Right now, hard labor can be a productive way to deal with the anxiety,
sorrow and anger all Americans feel
over the terrorist attacks in New York
and Washington, D.C.
"When you are concentrating so
hard on moving your body, you forget
everything else," said Mary Ellen
Cooper, a ballet teacher who has seen
many anxious students since the attack.
"Walk around the corner. Do something. You will feel better."
Under the circumstances,
Americans need to. A new Gallup poll
shows 70 percent of us have cried
about the recent events, 24 percent are
fairly worried we or a loved one could
be a victim of a terrorist attack, half
don't want to fly and 87 percent believe
this is the most tragic news event of
our lifetimes.
Asked which is our No. 1 emotion, 37 percent say anger, 24
percent sadness and 21 percent
disbelief
But what do we do with all those
emotions? If we're not at our own jobs,
not working at the attack site, not in
the military, and have already made
blood and cash donations, what else
can we do?
Pick something physically
demanding
Pick something you can control

Pick something that requires concentration.
"In response to an attack, a physical attack, your heart rate gets going,
blood pressure goes up and your body
speeds up its metabolism; it's that
fight-or-flight syndrome," said Frank
Fedel, an exercise specialist with
Henry Ford Health System in Detroit.
"Now, we've all been physically
affronted. We all feel like we're under
attack. And you need to use that energy for something."
|ohn Baltosiewich was stuck at a
business meeting in a Paris suburb on
Sept. 11. He couldn't get through on the
phone to family in the United States for
two days. He couldn't get home to
Detroit area for a week. The first morning back, he headed for Fitness
Unlimited, a local health club.
"Everything was bottled up inside;
I felt like I just wanted to join the Army
or something," said Baltosiewich. "That
first day I pretty much tried to exhaust
myself."
Depending on your physical
makeup, you may be antsy and
have lost your appetite, or you
may be craving food and other comforting things.
If you already work out, you may
feel strangely blase.
"Personally, I'm more emotionally
drained than mad," said [ason Hermiz,
who usually pushes himself at the gym.
"I'm more stressed out. I'm more emotional. For the first time, I'm not looking
forward to working out."
But volunteer firefighter and
National Guard reservist Tate
Jarczewski feels the opposite.
Deadlifting 400 pounds feels good just
now. He wants to have something to
push against.
"I want to stay strong," he said. "I
want to stay at my peak, because you
never know what's going to happen."
These days, many pastimes seem
frivolous. Who cares which yoga pose
gives you the flattest stomach? Who
cares which running shoes improve
your time? Yet taking care of yourself
and creating a small comer of order in
your life is not trivial.
"Do something which concentrates
your mind on the task at hand," said
Fedel. "Hard work releases endorphins,
mood-relaxing chemicals. It makes you
feel more at peace, and it can last a couple hours "
IKISI \N KIM Ml

Attacks bring bad dreams and less sleep
BY JULIE HINDS

Knight-Ridder Newspapers
The nightmare happened, for real, almost
.i month ago. Then came the bad dreams
Dreams about airplanes dropping from
the sky and random buildings exploding. Long,
vivid dreams where bombs leveled homes and
rubble blocked the paths to safety.
A few days after the World Trade Center
collapsed, Jaclyn Filer of Rochester Hills,
Mich., dreamed she was inside the shattered
shell of one of the twin towers.
"It was dark, damp, cold and very gray/'
Filer remembered. "On TV, you could only see
the outside. But I actually felt I was inside. I
woke up with that jolt, where you feel like
you're falling."
Like so many other aspects of life, our
slumber has been shaken by the terrorist attacks.
One in three people say they've had trouble sleeping since the attacks, according to a
survey by Washington based Pew Research
Center for the People & the Press.
Seventy-one percent of those surveyed
have felt depressed. Nearly half have had difficulty concentrating. "Americans are more
saddened, more frightened and more fatigued
by what they are watching than was the case
during the Gulf War," stated the Pew report.
When a crisis affects the national psyche,
the worries of the day spill over into night.
Marilyn Malin, a Detroit business owner,
says she has been waking up more and sleeping less heavily when she does doze off. "You
just don't wake up feeling rested," Malin said.
Others have had nightmares. To sleep,
perchance to dream, yes, there's the rub.

whether you're Hamlet or someone who's
seen too much of the horror on television.
Such responses are a common reaction to
the anxiety of the past two weeks, psychologists say.
"We think we can shut it out for a few
hours, but we wind up taking it to bed with
us," said Tanya Martin of Burdette & Doss
Psychological Services in Southfield, Mich.

fat

We think we can shut it
out for a few hours, hut
we wind up taking it to
bed with us.
— Tanya Martin
Burdcllc 4 Doss Psychological Services,
Soulhficld, Mich
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Sleep is so important to well-being tnat we've
already heard how the first couple is faring.
I -uir.i Bush told Oprah Winfrey that she is
sleeping well, as is President George W. Bush.
Her words are reassuring. At times like
these, nobody wants to picture their
leaders tossing and turning.
And yet it's comforting to know it's normal to wake up in a cold sweat, too.
"Normally, you can think of nightmares
as a vaccine instead of a poison," said Dr. Alan
Siegel, former president of the Association for

the Study of Dreams. "Even though it's distressing, the nightmare can mobilize your psychological defenses to work out solutions
when you're asleep."
In times of trauma, dreams may contain
literal references to what's happened or symbolic references that seem unrelated.
For instance, when Siegel studied the survivors of a devastating fire in Oakland, Calif.,
he found they often dreamed of losing loved
ones who died years earlier
"The dreams take on the flavor of your own
life. They can dredge up your Achilles neeL"
In time, nightmares about the terrorist
attacks should fade, says Siegel. The
process may be longer for people who've
lost someone in the attacks or who are emotionally fragile.
If bad dreams persist for several weeks
and are repetitive, he adds, you may want to
seek help from a mental-health professional.
For most people, the best thing to do is
share your dreams with someone you trust.
'Talking and getting reassurance is the first
step to recovery," says Siegel.
And it's probably wise not to immerse
yourself in TV news before bedtime Instead,
read a book, listen to music or watch a soothing alternative.
"1 had clients tell me they watched the
Animal Planet for the first time," says Martin.
"They shut off the news and slept really well
that night."
But even those who've had bad dreams
say it's hard to stay away from the news.
They want to keep informed. That's the
only way they'll know when the nightmare is
really over

Sleep Facts
• Nightmares increase for all
persons in periods of great
stress, anxiety or when we
experience a loss or feel
helpless.
• College students will typically experience four to five
nightmares a year.
• Insomnia can occur on a
short-term hasis and be set
off by stress, grief or worry.
• Stress as well as emotional
and physical fatigue can also
cause an overwhelming
sense of sleepiness.
— Source: www.iletpfimndalion.org
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located in Four Points Sheraton

Monday Night Football
Includes: free wings, hot dogs, and cheese nachos.
Quarterly prizes to include team hats donated by
Legends Sporting Goods.

Join us for

Wednesday 10/10/01

'Spades IVi^Ht"

Collecje RkjCt

at Taylor Down Under!

$6 cover/$4 with college ID
All you can eat wings

Friday, October 12
Starts at 7 PM

Thursday 10/11/01
Comedy Night
9:30p.m.- 1:30a.m.
$5 cover

•

Sunday 10/14/01
Karoake Night

Call 568-7870 for details!

9:30p.m.-1:30a.m.

•Must be 21 or older*
1400 East Market Si. • Hamsonburg, VA 22801
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735 • 800-708-7037
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As one of the nation's largest homebuilders and financial service companies, NVR, Inc. has a
wealth of opportunity for career growth with our company. We currently have openings for
Supervisor
Soles & Marketing Associate
> An entry-level managerial position
i Responsibilities of construction consulting,
quality control, customer relations,
and budget monogemenl
1

18-24 month Corporate Training Program

•A 12-15 morth leading edge Corporate Training Progrom
• Responsibilities include customer needs analysis,
product demonstration ond financial qualification
• Outstanding incentive program includes two company
paid incentive trips a year (Bermuda, Grand Cayman)

upon promofon to Safes & Marketing Representative
Interested studetls should emal their resMW to:
Terri Smithson, College Coordinator

[NVR] Mortgage

^w^ZkZm

>>Fox Ridge Homes

Virginia, Battnore, Maryland, VYavhtnglon, DC, North Carolina, Sou* Corotnal 0h» Permjylttmio, Hew York, Tennessee, New Jersey
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'Stop, collaborate and listen'
Vanilla 'Ice is back with a brand
new invention.' The artist
performed downtown Saturday.

8, 20011 THE BKKEZEI 13

" ...this show speaks to the
spirit of reconciliation and to
the indestructible strength of
family bonds."
P.J. MASKE
junior
Pace 14

»e story below

Ice-cold flavor sweetens the stage
Vanilla kicks it hard-core
KC GARDNER
assl. style/focus editor
"Ice, Ice Baby" vibrated
olf the walli of a packed
M.H nst r.vt Bar & Grill
Saturday night as Vanilla Ice
rocked the stage. The soldout show was standing room
only with opening acts Sol
Tribe and Ki: Theory revving
up the crowd.
At midnight. Ice, formally
Rob Van Winkle, took the
stage and performed songs
from his new album, Bi Polar,
to be released Oct. 23. Ice's
transcending sound, a blend of
hard-core hip hop and skaterock street sounds, worked the
crowd into a frenzy.
Currently doing spot
dates. Ice most recently has
performed several nights a
week around Virginia and
urrounding areas. Before
stopping in I larrisonburg,
Ice
played
shows
in
Richmond and Springfield.
Bi Polar is Ice's first album
since his 1998 underground
album Hard to Swallow. In an
exclusive BrttZt interview.
Ice called Hard to Swallow a
"therapy record."
"It was verv uncommercial
and not radio-friendly. I did it
for me," he said.
The album allowed Ice to
gain respect from the hardBY

core crowd and become well
known in the underground
scene. Ross Robinson, well
known for his work* with
Limp Bizkit and Korn,
helped produce Hard to
Swallow. Since 1998, Ice
played more than 500 shows
across the country and acted
in M'vcral films.
In his new CD, Ice collaborated on several tracks
with the Wu Tang Clan,
Public tnemy and Soul Fly.
According to Ice,
the
groups performed on his
album to show support for
his talent. "I get respect in
the industry now from
other artists," he said.
Ice discussed his journev
back
from
the stigma
attached to his song "Ice, Ice
Baby" and the success and
subsequent backlash it created. "I was used as a puppet,"
he said. Ice said artists can
easily fall into slluattOIU
similar to his and that thai
are difficult to overcome.
"I'm very grateful, very
humble," Ice said about his
return
to
professional
growth. "I'm not trying to
make a comeback, I'm making a statement."
Ice played for a little over
see YO, pagt 14

Chasing Ice
BY JENNIFER SURFACE
AND
KC GARDNER

K< )N A GAU_AGHER/r,i«nft.m« pk„i,i,raphe.
An Intense edge characterizes Vanilla Ice's most recent style.
His blend of hard rock and hip hop pleased a packed
Malnstreet Bar & Grill Saturday.

style editor and
asst, style/focus editor
It was the best of times; it
w .^ the worst of times. It was a
quest for the elusive flava of our
fifth-grade dreams.
We speak of none other than
the Ice man, Rob Van Winkle,
Ice— Vanilla Ice.
Our pursuit began at
Mainstreet Bar & Grill as we it
for nearly three hours in anticipation of Ice's arrival Saturdav
afternoon. Cither local media
organizations grew discour.i>;< >1 by the wait and gave up
on the chance to hobnob with
the Ice man. The steadtast Breeze
Style editors, however, were
undaunted by the wait.
Vanilla's arrival did not end
of our wait, though. It was only
until we were approached by a
helpful but intense Vanilla crew
member that we were sure we'd
get a chance to interact with the
Ice man. Although we had
enjoyed entertaining ourselves
at Mainstreet for hours — sleeping, eating and pondering the
purchase of a KiTheorv gsirmg, we decided to come back
at 8 p.m. "Be back in an hour,"
the crew members assured us.
We took leave of the "place
where everybody knows our
name" to allow the sound check

Photo courtcs) of T y Management
Signed photos of Vanilla Ice
are proof of a stylish escapade.

sans two seemingly collegeaged groupies.
Time: 8:15 p.m.
Place: Mainstreet
Status: Vanilla is M.I A
We returned slightly later
than scheduled with positive
and patient attitudes, bearing
reporter's notebooks, a recorder, thoughtful questions
Midi naturally, a camera to
prove meeting Vanilla was
more than a mere fabrication.
Disheartened with sullen
spirits, we reached a quandary
as to what step to take next.
Drue to every restaurant and
bar in the vicinity in hopes of
Stumbling upon some hungry
"skaterockers?" Luckily, as we
exchanged dumbfounded looks
at one another, we overheard
see IN, page U

An interview with Blues
Traveler bassist Tad KtocNa
BY SCOTT KING

staff writer
How did you come to join Blues Traveler and how play with a band that you really like.
M it changed your perspective since you joined?
Why do you tike playing at small venues?
About two years ago. It was great It's pretty
amazing to be playing at a level where you have I think because of the intimacy you have with the
all this stuff taken care of so you can just play. I audience. You know, a lot of time it sounds really
think the best thing about playing with these good and you can get closer to people.
guys is that you can do it as a living full time. So
you can dedicate all your time to playing music How does the band balance performing old and
as opposed to when you are just making it, and new songs?
you have to make ends meet ... When joining a
new band, you bring your own bag of tricks to It's a mix. We play a lot off the album, and we
the new band. It's new people and learning to kind of revisited some songs that haven't been
work with them as a team ...Your day revolves played that much. And we do a lot of the old clasaround these people so you learn to work with sic ones. Some of the ones we tried doing just
them. And that changes your perspective about didn't work out with the new arrangement. And
how you thought about things.
when we revisited some that they didn't use to
play a whole lot, (they) really worked out with
What kind of music were you playing before join- the new arrangement, so it is kind of cool. Kind of
ing Blues Traveler?
bringing some older ones back.
I was in a band before called Dowdy Smack. We
were on the East Coast — New York. We all went
to Brown (University) together and met up there.
We were playing for four or five years, and I was
playing with a couple other bands, you know
studio stuff, and we were a three-piece funk kind
of rhythm thing, kind of like the "little chili peppers." But it was certainty different from the
music we are playing now.

Is there pressure from fans to play the band's
older times?

How was your recent tour with G Love and
Special Sauce and The Pat McGee Band?

No, the fans have been great. The feedback has
been great. One cool thing about Blues Traveler is
that they play a lot. We have a huge repertoire
and we play through it. A lot of bands have one
set that they play through the whole tour.
Granted it's a new audience and it doesn't make
it any worse, but it they don't mix it up as much.
Traveler's fans come out for five or six gigs and
they know exactly what you are playing.

Great
Triose guys were great... It's really fun to
Great. Those

see BLUES, page M

KOKt-.KI \r\\']/plkior,Ulur
John Popper, lead singer and harmonica player of Blues Traveler, belts out a powerful tune
,a
during the
""""*
<"" group's
*'ou? * show
*now last
" Wednesday
"""esaay In
■" Wilson
»»«" Hall.
"...

Theatre II goes 'nuts' revisiting childhood comics
I
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'Peanuts' character Linus, played by junior Cliff Fantlgrossl, Is
never without his memorable blanket In "You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown," at Theatre II Oct. 9 through 13.

BY
'^ LAURA COCHRAN

contributing wntei
writer
contributing
"Happiness is anything and
anyone and anything at all,
that's loved by you," according
to "You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown," opening Iuesd.w ,it
Tnearre II.
Simple but surpnsingh
powerful ideas, wisdom and joy
are the driving forces behind
"You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown," Clark Gesner's 1967
off-Broadway hit redesigned for
a |MU audience by director senior KevenQuillon.
"The show mimics Charles
Schulz's 'Peanuts,' which provided entertainment for years,
showing adult topics through
children," Quillon said. "In our
show, we are being the children,
but sending adult signals about
how it's the simple things that
are important in life."
In Quillon's version, the
original six characters —
Sally,
Schroeder,
Linus,
Snoopy, Lucy and Charlie
Brown — are joined by Frieda,
Marcy and Peppermint Patty.
The revised version provides
new dialogue and two new

songs
Although there is new
new dia
duague and new tunes, the play
maintains the morals ,uul
themes sit b) the original
IV.muts" gang of happiness,
love .and simplu itv. It is a
sophisticated and hilarious
Collection Of observations of
human behavior that can be
very deceptive, Quillon Mid
"I iff is not about the material things but about love and
happiness," Quillon said
I IftVl battle with love is
shown through Charlie Brow n's

crush on ■ red headed girl

Charlie Brown, played by
Quillon, cotMamplalee how to
approach his crush ever)' day at
school during lunchtime. Most
people <■•*" relate to Charlie
Browns trials m approaching
his crush Quillon said
Another adult theme is
shown through ( barlie Brown's
sister. Sillv Brown Sillv. plaved
by junior lessie Quarles, faces
the challenge ol fitting in and
responds u> the pressure with
hei -.mart remarks and bratty
ways, Quarles said.
"Solly is the typical little sis-

ter,
|er, always bugging her brother
and
ami struggling to tit in with his
friends, Quarles BBjd
The two new songs include
"My New Philosophy" performed by Sally (Quarles) and
Schroeder
(senior
Mike
Hadary) and "Beethoven
I >av." performed by Schroeder.

In

"Beethoven

Day,"

Schroeder performs a v.in.v
tion of Beethoven's 5th
S) mphony in honor of making
Beethoven's birthday a nation
al holiday in the play.
Vocals such as these
proved to be some of the most
challenging aspects of the play
for cast members, said senior
Heather Jones, who playi
I UCJ Pta) ing the roles of children presents the obstacle ol
acting and speaking childlike.
Sally, with her high-pitched,
little-girl voice was especially
tough according to Quarks
In an attempt to revisit their

kindergarten days, the oast
members set aside a day to have
kindergarten -lass
"One day the whole crew
sat down and did all the
childhood things that makes

a child who he is," Quillon•aid. One of the CMl mem-I
biiss mom is actually a"
teacher, so she helped us to"
fully develop our character.
Prom playing with shaving
cream to finger-painting, we
did it all."
|onee Mid, I ooking at the-'
world through the eyes of a kid^
makes you recogni/e that we
need to put our differences
aside." Jones stressed that
there is too much going on in
this world for JMU students to
worn about the little things in
life With agreement from the
cast, Jones Mid she hopes that
students come to see the showand forget about everything
for two hours. Cast members
Mid they hope to put a smile
on the (aces ol those in distress
Come see us and I guarantee you will leave smiling,"
Quillon slid I et happiness lilt
you out of your S4'.it "
"You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown" plays at
Theatre II Oct. 9 through 13
■I 8 p m eat h night. Tickets \
cost $5 and may be purchased at the door.
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* Zirkle House cilleries: Artu'nrk b\ Rob Mir in Artworks G.III.TV.
Artwork In LindN) Strong in OlhcrGallon, "Michael Brmlskv:
T.vhnoir," in Neu l.n;.Ki'0;illrry - Mon.-Thiir. noon-S pm. Kri fc
s.n noon< l p m., hm
* SawhDI Gallery; Annual Faculty Ail Exhibit, Moa 7 p.m.. Toes.Fri 10:30-t ml 30 p .111.. Sat. ft Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m., free
* 0 \S IS Gallei) Pint Anniversary Reception, textile artist
Mutin Yost, Fri. 6:30-8:30 p.m., free, "Mono Printing on
Fabric Workshop." Siit *i a m. - 4 p.m., $55 plus materials

— twfc —
-3»to* *■ D&K*| * Lit tmer-ShaetTer Theatre: "A Fair Countr>," Tues. -Sat.. 8 p.m.. So
|u/JACand$8w/oU
I * Theatre II: "You're a Good Man. Charlie Brown," Tues. Sat , M

[p.m.. $5

• The Playhouse: "The Secret Garden." Oct. 10-21. Water Street
T, SlO gen., S8 students and seniors, call -132-0634 for ttdab

rtovfts

iifton-Stm.ill Theatre Wed. & Thur. "Made." Fri It Sat
I'Shrek."
;.tn. S2W/.IAC
I* Ri^ Cinemas 1-1:'American Pie 2." "Don't Say a Word." ThcGlass
I House." "Hardh-ill." "Hearts in Atlanta," Mo>' Ride." "Max Keeble's Big
I Mm 1 ■." "Die Musketeers," TV Others." The Princess Diaries." "Rat
I Race," "Rash Hour 2." "Serendipity," -Training Day." "Zoolander." S.S
Ibrfore 6 p.m., S7.25 after, call 434-7661

In hot pursuit of Ice
/\

n page I *

0

Turbulent times
'Fair Country' examines family
demise by political divisions
Hi GARRET HII.I I-K
contributing wrifer
A man's desperation to help
his ill w ii<- and n% rve his stalled
career is the catalyst thai leads
to his family's demise in "A Hair
Country,"
pr.mienng
at

Utimet Shaemr rheatre Oct 9,

I * JMUOonOBT) .i.HlS\iiiphonic hands. Wilson Hall. Wed. 7 p.m., $2
I * The PLitters. M-meMus and Cornell Gumcr's Coasters Concert Wilson
I Hall. Kri. 8 p.m.. tickets $lt, S20 and S22; for reservations, call 569-7OO0.
I* Parents Weekend Pops Concert: "Miwc of Bmadwa>.* Sat. 8:30 p.m..
[Como, SlO. ciill x8 3I00

when k «• WM that kin>» up.
We hopped in the trusty
Sle-mobile and drove to the
tnpton Inn "Is this stalking?
No, it's not odd to casually bump
into a celebrity at the 1 tampion,"
wt MRoed oundvn; Wt hang
oul Own? all Ow time.
Unfortunately, our efforts to
etidl a r«x>m number proved
futile as none of our "friend's"
names turned up on Ow list
Blasted rock stirs who regWa
under false names! Toiled again
fall wanted lo wail in the
buahat and pounce when the
opportunity presented itself,
but it was too cold. After roaming the hotel corridors, we took
a few hours off to regain focus.
Would it ever stop? Yo, we
didn't know. Upon our fourth
and tin.il Mainstnvt visit, thanks
to I lam, it occurred to us that we
Mm in violation of the DEB
dfaal code for women and the
leaa-than half-the-body-can-becovered rule. Vanilla was nicking
the mike like a vandal, accompanied bv prh darning on speakers whose shaking butts seemed
to defy Ow laws of phyak I
Although
tempted,
we
refused Ice's call for all Ow glrifef
to show him what their mom
m.is gave 'em. Unfortunately,
feu followed in our footsteps.
kt plunged through the
crowd and got to Ow hack of the
stage where she waa informed
by 0\ Zero that Ice was wrapping it up within live minutes.
"iv close," he said. KC

STYIE

retrieved her partner in style
crime and returned moments
later to find Vanilta gone.
It seemed our Ice baby had
slipped through our Onsen
We were far from tears as we
confidently told Ow backstage
bouncer, "Yes, of course we're
with the band." When we saw a
Vanilla roadie resembling ZZ
Ibpdica 1982, he confirmed that
hx hadn't left the building.
[he roadie tried to lose us as
we trailed him up to a private
office. This was our big chance;
the moment of glory was upon
us. We walked in like we owned
the place, but we were cm a
ahorl fuse. Our once-prized
tape recorder, note pad, camera
and composure all had mysteriously disappeared.
To our satisfaction. Vanilla
was quite nice and far less scary
than those surrounding him Our
conversation ended with the
signing of several photographs
and firm handshakes. The deal
officially had been seak-d.
On our way out the door, as
the worst of the worst crowd
was finally departing, we
turned to see a dishe.irt.ninj;
sight. It was the perfect im.ige to
capture the sentiment of siuh
■n eventful evening. We looked
upas Vanilla took his time sign
ing the lure butt cheats of a 40
year-old woman, complete w ith
a g-string and nothing mom
Our determination had paid
off, if mat's what you want to
call it fiesides, anything loss
than the best is a felony.

I Ins story of a dysfunctional family takes place against a
baikdrop of political intrigue
in the 1970s and '80s. Harry
Burgess is a low-level diplomat married to a mentally
fragile woman. His career has
reached
an
Lmpasee,
I leeperate to break free Of his
undesirable situation, Burgess
reluctantly agrees to supply
his superiors with the names
of his son-- aaaociatea in South
Africa's
turbulent
antiaparthaid movement.
Theplav takeaplacc InSoutti
the I lague in I lolland
and Mexico throughout the '70s
and '80s.
Alec Burgess is a New York
journalist who often writes
about social injustice in places
like South Africa during the
late '70s and '80s. Alec's char
SCter provides tension in the
play While Alec is not the
ttHLis o| |he production, the
events all revolve around his
life, tragic death and how it
affected his family. Sophomore
lumon Krometis, who plavs
Alec, said, "The whole cast's
intention is to give the audience a thrilling show that
makes you think a little, as
well as laugh and cry." He
added that some of the lines

"are insanely out there and
quite enjoyable."
Burgees is played by
freshman Dan Cullen. like
Krometis, this isCullen's lirst
time in a JMU theater production. "I feel like we, as a
cast and crew, are putting
together a show that will
truly have an effect on audiences," Cullen said.
The character (ill Burgess,
who is a high school student
in flashback scenes of the 70s
and a professional archeologist in the '80s, is played by
senior Andrew White. Gil's

character changes through
the course of the plot's 10
year time line. White said he
drew on aspects of his own
personality in making the
character come alive. A
prominent theme in the plaj
is that of Americans living
abroad and that they "don't
always tit into cultures that
are different than their own,"
White said.
The
character
Patrice
Burgess, the matriarchal figure, played by junior P.j.
Maske, summed up the play
as "essentially about a family
whose members do not truly
know how to love one another." Maske described her character as a woman who is often
overcome with anger because
of her lack of control over herself, her sons, her husband,
her family's situation and
even the American government. "I think this show
speaks to the spirit of reconcil-

KATIE SiClXiVGHUSIuuff fhi'loxniphrr
Junior P.J Maske looks on at senior Andrew White in the
Latlmer-Shaerfer production of 'A Fair Country.' opening Oct. 9.
iation and to the indestructible
strength of family bonds,"
Maske said.
"A Fair Country" was
written by Jon Robin Bait/, a
promising
contemporary
American playwright Baitz
was born in 1961 when many
notable playwrights were just
becoming successful. Baitz
has a number of notable plays
to his credit and already has
been compared to the legendary Arthur Miller Like

Miller, Baitz's plays regularly
display tight, suspenseful
plots with a determined
moral vision.
"A Fair Country" is play
ing
at
Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre Oct. 9 through 13 at 8
p.m. each night. Tickets are
58 for the general public and
S6 for senior citizens, children and JAC card holders.
Tickets are available at
Harrison Hall Box Office or
by calling x8-7000.

Blues Traveler talks back Yo V.I.P.
TRAVEIJ-IR. frontage 7.J
Off Bridge, what are your favorite tracks and
why?
My favorite track on Bridge is "Reach Me" ...
because of the rhythm section — it just keeps
going and I like how it works. I like how it ended
up from where it started on it And "Lost me
There" just has a really good groove — a kind of
jam-out part.

learning this whole new repertoire, of playing
styles and languages of communication and all of
that While we are trying to actually create things
and act as a team. And I Uiink it worked really well
and we sparked it very quickly. But it is something
1 think we are still working on. And we were kind
of thrown into the pot and had to deal with it. 1
think trying to learn each other and learn what we
could do musically together was Ow biggest challenge for me.

In what direction is the band traveling?
Keep playing, obviously. See how this album
does. And we will definitely be recording for
another record in the next year Right now we are
ust oul touring trying to get the album promoted and to keep playing. 1 think maybe we will
take a break in the winter and go back at it in the
spring ... We are starting again (touring) Nov. 15
and that will bring us through December and
close to Christmas.

Wltat xvas the most challenging aspect of recording Bridge?
Primarily, I think the biggest challenge was in having two new members. And the two ntembers, us,
having a new band ... Our very first experience
was in writing an album. And, you know, we are

ROBfcKT NATT'/**! editor
Blues Traveler bassist Tad Klnchla performed
at Wilson Hall on Wednesday, Oct. 2. In an
Interview with JMU media sources, he discussed the band's new album.

YO. from page13
an hour, allowing fans to dance
atop speakers and inviting several people to freestyle on
stage. Playing smaller venues
like Mainstreet is a treat for Ice
because it allows for a much
more personal performance,
he said. "I love being able to
get up in people's faces," he
said. "I was having such a
great time, I played for an extra
15 minutes."
An important aspect about
performing in Harrisonburj;
and surrounding areas, Ice
said, is their proximity to
America's recent tragedies in
Washington, DC. "We gotta
come and support the area," he
said. "Gotta be an American
through all this."
Ice's tour continues on to
New England venues, after
which he plans to return
home to Miami and visit his
wife and two daughters.
When Ice isn't in the studio or
touring,
his
passion
is
motocross racing, he said.
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33o Any Small
Arby's Side Kicker

(Jimple J leaswes K^afi
r e
i

(mozzerela slicks, onion petals or jalapeno bites) i
Good at Harrisoobi,j Wajfetkoro. Stuarts Draft
www.valleuartyG.com
L imit 4 per coupon per v.Bit'OllBi expires October uin

20 West Water St.
downtown Harrisonbu

Restaurant Hours: Mon.-Fri. Ua.m.-4p.m.
(f

Great Food • Reasonably Priced • Featuring Boars Head Meals A Cheeses

i

CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS • GIFT BASKETS

|

PUIXO I

Fri. October 12 Dinner Hours 5-9p.m.
Sal. October 12 Lunch & Dinner Hours lla.m-9p.m
'hoi Si cold takeout platters also available'
t'JS .Lk*,*, )5U.

Mon-Fri 12-8 Sat 11-6
433-5550
for directions

Jt^./—C-U.

SG4-2988

'Or So,^ WELCOME PARENTS
Oj^,
Seafood and dinner
specials all weekend

ffain merit

e^ Sounc^aqk
•d .Cohen, Bubba g
Grateful Dead

if

Reserve now for Parents Weekend:
Extended Hours:

Every Tuesday
Jimmy 'O'
Wed 10th
Andy Gallagher

Next Week: New Order, Lit, 48 Below Sumrp/r, Grateful
Dead 12 ClXBox #150.00 list, prepay now for/125.00)

Every Thurs
Jon Fritz

•1O/23 HopefuJIy: DMX, Incubus^arUranberries

Fri 12th
Todd SchlabacH

Huge Sandwich Menu
Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp
Hotdogs
Wings- 25C each Mon&Thurs

Salads
Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups
Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available

■ Low low everyday prices on new & used CD's and tapes
• Large and Giant-sized posters

Sirtiy Brundi 11am. - 3 p.m.

's

30 W Water St HarrBonb^
' Dayt> a Week. Ham - 2am

4339874

L SEAFOOD BAR & GRILL

MONDAY, OCT.

■ Diving in

"W -| I "1 h ",

JMU swimming and diving
learn opens season with
Purple & Gold'Meet
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"We knew thai we could not let them score first.
Allowing them to do so would only firm up their
defense even tighter."
TOM MARTIN

men !v soccer couch

Se« story below

See story below

MEN'S SOCCER

JMU shuts out Rider
BY JEI-F BEYOCIILUW

contributing writer
With a bitter chill in the air,
the men's soccer team made
Rider College's ride home feel
a little bit colder. Even the
bright lights of Reservoir Field
did not warm the spirits of the
Broncos, as they were sent
back to New Jersey shouldering a 2-0 shutout at the hands
of the Dukes.
The Saturday night contest
began under a surreal pink
and orange sky that served as
a dramatic backdrop for this
early
autumn
match-up.
Rider came to JMU with a 2-42 record and high hopes of
capitalizing in a game that
has become an intense battle
over the past few years.
Undaunted by the cool temCerature and
unforgiving
mill' wowd of over 150, the
Broncos galloped into town
with their trademark stingy
defense and physical play.
The Dukes knew early scoring was a key to the game, as
this would most likely be a
dtrenatvc struggle.
)MU coach Tom Martin
said, "We knew that we could
not let them score first.
Allowing them to do so would

only firm up their defense
even tighter. I told my boys,
'We have to get on the board
quickly' That makes a thong
statement and puts them on
their heels."
Sure enough, JMU Memtu 10
hold the offensive upper hand
in the early
S.iturilaj
goings of the

first

half.

Rider

Senior mid0
fielder
|M1
Michael
Godwin and
2
junior midfielder Brian
McGetti^.m affectively set up
Offensive opportunities with
crisp one-touch passes and an
aggressive intensity that Rider
could not account for.
Martin got his early scoring
wishes as the Dukes made the
score 10 in dramatic lashion.
In the 17th minute of the first
half, senior midfielder Reggie
Rivers wrestled the ball away
from a Bronco forward and
streaked down the field with
great speed.
I le made a move to the other
sideline, just past midfield, and
outran four Rider defenders.
Rivers crossed the ball, where
freshman midfielder Dennv

I'ulk took control and fired a
laser off of his right fool, beating
the opposing goalie with a farpost shot.
With Rider reeling from
the well-executed score, the
Dukes confidently kept the
ball mainly on the Broncos
side of the field. Again, it was
brilliant play from the midlielders lhat allowed JMU to
maintain poise as well as possession The athletic assist did
not slow Rivers down one bit,
as he challenged ball after
ball. The half wound down
somewhat uneventfully, as
Rider struggled to get something going. They made one
notable attempt at the goal 12
minutes into the half, when
forward Phil Bedrin broke
free of the defense and hurried a shot that was well over
the ^ rossbar.
As the second half began,
the skv v\as dark and the temperarure
was
dropping.
Keeping warm and loose
would be a concern, and both
coaches knew that whoever
had the freshest legs would
prevail in this close contest.
The Broncos were chomping at
the bit for a chance to even the
score and came out with an

offensive mindset.
Their intensified physicality
led to sloppy play characterized
by several unnecessary penalties. One, in the 31st minute,
would allow the Dukes to set up
for a free kick deep inside Rider
territory. As senior co-captain
1-evi Strayer placed the ball, the
Broncos' goalie ordered a fourman wall to the left side of the
goal Strayer cleared it beautifully and hooked a brilliant shot
that caromed off the left post
and then in
"I just wanted to get
enough lift under it," Strayer
said. "I knew that if I could
get it over the defense, the
goalie's sight would probably
be obstructed."
With their backs against the
wall. Rider desperately tried to
get on the board and gain some
type of momentum. It seemed,
however, that they could never
really get anything going, as the
Dukes relied on their unrelenting defense.
Led by senior co-captain Ed
Fox, they thwarted every strike
to the goal and allowed goalie
Josh Kovolenko, a red-shirt
junior, to remain somewhat
untested. When they did, on a
miscommunication between

I \\W\i\i\uitlphiHtiiinitilvi
Senior Michael Godwin battles with Rider College's Jason
Brockman during JMU's win over the Broncos Saturday.
Kovolenko and Fox in the
ninth minute. Rider's Brian
Gearon was able to get a good
look at the goal. His welltimed shot was no! well-aimed
and missed wide left.
Time wound down and so
did Rider's hopes of avoiding
a shutout.
Opposing coach Russ Eager

said, "We made bad decisions
and displayed poor shot selection. When your team is beating themselves up like thai,
you don't even give yourself a
chance to win."
The Dukes will travel to take
on Virginia Commonwealth
University
in
Richmond

Wrdneaday at 7 p-m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

SWIMMING

Saracino lifts Dukes past
UNC-G in double-overtime

'Purple & Gold'-en
start to 2001-'02

SAIL\CISO,fwmpa£t 1
prokihlv one of our last opportunities to score," Saracino said.
After her first header attempt,
her momentum tarried her
inside the net.
"1 heard it hit the crossbar, so
I came back out and everyone
was scrambling tor the ball. We
got a great bounce and I was
able to redirect it in the net, she
said of her goal. "It was an unbelievable feeling."
The game ended in almost
the same fashion it began In the
fourth minute of play, junior Teri
Joyce dribbled the ball up the
middle Hid served it to junior
Meredith McClure on the left
side. After McClure's shot hit the

crossbar, Saracino brought the
rebound down and put the ball
past the goalie from seven yards
out for the game's first goal
The early goal, though, almost
spelled tlisister for the Dukes.
"Nmiehrnes .in early goal is a
kiss of death," coach Dave
Lombardo said
After the goal it looked as if
JMU backed down and began
playing not to lose instead et
playing to win. UNCGreenshoro controlled the game with
solid passing and speed, turning
the first hall into one where hall
control and finesse ruled over
power and strength. UNO
Greensboro had several scoring
opportunities and constantly
pressured the Dukes' defense

with skirmishes in front of the
net. Good defense by JMU pre-

Friday
I '

Spartans
from capitalizing
With 10
|\IL
2 01 minutes
remaining
in the first
half, JMU
Sunday
began
to
I ML
take back
control
of
0
the game
etown thanks in
large part to
help off the
bench. When junior Casey Papa
altered the game at midfield
things looked lo be turning.

MMKI
j
IMVS mMrnrnf fkottiKniliher

Junior Meredith McClure goes by Spartan midfielder Meb Barrett in Friday's game. McClure
assisted Saracino on her first goal of the night in the Dukes' 3-2 win In double-overtime.

around for the Dukes.
"She provided a real good
spark," Lombardosaid. He also
said that red-shirt sophomore
Marissa Schuchat and red-shirt
junior Jenn Ackerman provided
a needed lift for the Dukes.
After UNC-Greensboro tied
the game in the 40th minute, it
was Schuchat and I'apa who
put the Dukes back up two minutes later and changed the
momentum of the game. Papa
fed the ball into Schuchat who,
after faking out the lone Spartan
defender, crossed lo her left fool
and glanced the ball off the near
post and past UNC-Greensboro
goalie Kathlyn Clewley.
The second hall was nothing
like the first. JMU shut down
the Spartan passing game and
the game turned into a much
more aggressive shoot out
UNC-Greensboro tied the game
in the fV>th minute and the rest
of regulation was a back-andforth battle where neither team
had an advantage in possession
and both fought lo score the
goal that would prevent overtone and win Ihe game.
"We weren't going to let
down al all. Everyone was getting a little tired, but w all loll
had the heart to keep Fighting
(or the goal," Saracino said.
The two overtimes were 15minute periods of intense fighting Both teams were .ailed lor
tools, though it seemed JMU got
the burden Ultimately, il did
nol matter.
"We didn't give up We
found a way lo win," Lombardo
said. He also added lhat this
was a game lhat either team
deserved to win and that Ihe
victory pmves that the harder
vou work, the luckier you get.
"This is what we train lor
linding a way, the little extra
effort, to reach down for
reserves and get it done."
lombardo said.
Sir.iuno said, "Il is always
exciting when you win in overtime. Il was just so anu/ing to
we everyone keep pushing until
ihe ball went in Ihe net I don't
think il can get anymore exciting
than scoring with 44 seconds
ult II s ,m unbelievable feeling.
Everyone did a great job."
On Sunday, the Dukes fell to
Georgetown University 2-0 in
Washington, DC.

& DIVING

IKI NE ■VAZOOW5KA/ja^/jtoWfnyp»f
The Dukes will host the College of William & Mary Oct. 20

Swimming and diving team kicks off
season with annual intrasquad meet
BY KHALIL GARRIOTT

senior writer
It was a friendly, Spirited
atmosphere Friday night in
Godwin
Hall's
SSrvaft
Natatorium. But once the ath
letes hit the water at the annual
Purple and Gold Meet, it was all
business Ihe S^IMMI natatorium had students, parents and
alumni cheering on the 2001-'02
nn'n's and women's swimming
and diving teams.
Not considered an official
meet, the annual Purple an.I
Gold Meet is an intrasquad
competition and a chance to try
different events and improve on
times.
Several
competitors
est,i|>|isl>ed marks to build on
during the season.
We've come a long way
already this season, and it's
still really early," senior diver
Tiffany Kirkham Mid
"I
think we've got a good jump
on things "
Kirkham was a member of
liel season's Colonial Athletic
Association
championship
■quid and placed sixth on the
three-meter hoard at last year's
conference tournament

ihis everdna/i events have
heen really exciting — we've
Men some really hal swims
from some newcomers and
•Ome reallv consistent swims
from those who have been here
lor a couple vears." senior
swimmer Abigail Marks said.
Kirkham. Marks and the rest
(A the team's eight seniors and
eight imiiors. will be counted on
to help lead 8 squad with 10
sophomores and one freshman.
The women's head swimming
COBCH Gwynn Harrison, is in
het fourth veai of coaching at
JMU, and Rhonda Kaletz serves
as the head diving coach.
Harrison, a two-time CAA
women s swimming coach of
the year, has a 21-14-2 overall
dual meet record with the
Puke-- She previously coached
al Kenyan CoUeae In Gambler,
Ohio tor three seasons, and
Kalet/ previously gained collegiate reaching experience at the
University of Illinois. With the
women's all time record at 189114-3 since 1971-72, hopes are
high lor the upturning season.
ftv HEATISG. page 17
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Catch or no catch? Disputed call downs Dukes
CATCH,

from p$ge i

qiinrtertuck Brett Cordon's peM
was incomplete, setting up
fourth down .ind six on the 7yard line.
Gordon found Wtttbiook,
who made a diving catch inside
the 1 -yard line. The n'feree in the
comer of the end /one in.nk' ■
motion that JMU coaches and
players interpreted as an incomplete pass, which would have
meant the game was»iw c i m h

Mickey Matthews and his Irani
ran onto the field in celebration
I lowever, tin- game w.isn't QVtt

had hit the ground. We thought it
was an incomplete pass."
When the chaos settled,
The refcfM motkmed that Villanova had a first down inside
Westbrook caught the ball but the 1-yard line. Westbrook dove
did not cross the goal line for a rjvtf m top and across the goal
touchdown. The motion was the line, lying the game at 4-1-44.
same as the motion tor .in Incom- Seniot pl.nv kicker Casey
plete pass.
1 lamon nailed the extra point,
"We thought he was saving giving the Wildcats the onethat the ball had hit he ground," point victory
Matthews said. "I thought it was .1
"ll was a big swing of emograafl throw .in*i ,1 anari attempt to tions.' Wrsthrook said. "At
catch the ball but I thought llie Kill lirst, the game is over and then

!KA\ IS ( UV;i:MTXL/i«vij<wpht>t»xrapher
Sophomore linebacker Dennard Melton (#48) returns his Interception 41 yards for the scoro.

s? BT CRACKER BARREI
FALL SPECIAL
Turkry And Dressing
Roasted right here In our kitchen every day. our turkey breast Is sliced thick and served with
a made-from-scratch cornbread dressing and your choice of two country vegetables. $7.29
Saturday Dinner Special - Fried Pork Chops
Two large pork chops, fried up Just right and served with your choice of three country
vegetables plus com muffins and homemade buscults after 4:00 p.m. $7.99
Sunday Dinner Special - Hasfabrown Chicken Bake
A chicken breast, baked with our Hashbrown Casserole, crumbled Rltz crackers and Vermont
Cheddar cheese. Served with choice of three country vegetables after 11:00 a.m. $8.49
<«•) 574-3M*

121 Pleasant Valley Rd.

llarrUoiihnrg, VA 22M1

we had an opportunity to
score and win."
"We're just heartbroken,"
l>eZotte said. 'To see a guy make
.1 Call and then take it back, especially in a situation like that, it's
never good."
Sophomore
linebacker
Dennard Melton said, "We've
been playing so well the past
thiw weeks ... and to be able to
feel that feeling that we haven't
felt in three weeks was fcaK the
best feeling in the world. It iust
breaks your heart."
Matthews said, "1 don't
know that it is (the hardest
loss). Probably right now it
seems like it is, but I don't
know. They're all hard.
"That was a great college
football game, maybe one of the
greatest games I've seen. That's
as good as it gets. I'm not sure
anyone lost really."
Westbrook opened the
game with a 99-yard kick-off
return. Red-shirt freshman
Rondell Bradley stopped
Westbrook at the 1-yard line.
Villanova grabbed the first
lead when Gordon dove in for
the score.
JMU tied the game when
LeZotte ran in from 1 yard out,
capping a 10-play, 69-yard scoring drive.
The Dukes qukkly took the
lead when Melton intercepted a
Gordon pass and returned it 41
yards for a touchdown.
Hannon pulled the Wildcats
to 14-10 with a 40-yard field goal
early in the second quarter.
Villanova's defense then forced
tl»e Dukes to punt deep in JMU's
own territory. Starting on the
JMU 26-yard line, Gordan found

£

The Skydiving School of
Choice mVA.MDA DC

senior Murle Sango for a 23-yard
pass. Westbiwk then ran 3 yards
for his first of five touchdowns
on the day.
After the Dukes were forced
to punt again, JMU regained posmakm when junior William
Perry intercepted a tipped p.iss m
Wildcat territory. LeZotte found
Harrison lor a 13-yard touchdown to regain the lead. George's
kick put the Dukes ahead 21-17.
Westbrook then scored on a
33-yard run to put the Wildcats
back in control. His score tied
him for the Atlantic-10 record for
most career touchdowns with 69.
JMU had an opportunity to
tie the game in the dosing seconds of the half, but George's
field goal attempt into the heavy
wind sailed wide, giving
Villanova a 24-21 lead at the half.
George tied the game with a
field goal in JMU's opening drive
in the third quarter.
Villanova took advantage of a
JMU fumble, setting up 29-yard
touchdown by Westbrook.
The Dukes sent the game into
overtime when I^Zbtte found
freshman wide receiver Tahir
Hinds for a touchdown with
under two minutes in the fourth
quarter. George's kick tied the
game at 31-31
Westbrook finished the game
with five touchdowns and a
JMU-opponent record of 405 allpurpose yards. Also, Westbrook
now has an A-10 record with 72
career touchdowns.
'That kid is a great player,"
Matthews said of Westbrook.
"He's unbelievable."
LeZotte, in his first lengthy
playing time since the season
opener against Elon University,

put on one of the top offensive
performances in school history.
LeZotte threw for 376 yards, the
second-most ever by a JMU
player. He also set team game
records with 405 total yards, 34
passing completions and 58
passing attempts.
"Did it surprise me that
Matt did that? No," Matthews
said. "It's obvious that he's a
special talent and will get
nothing but better "
"1 really like him," Villanova
coach Andy Talley said of
LeZotte. "He has a good arm, he
makes good decisions, and he
killed us pulling the ball down
and running. 1 le was elusive."
The Dukes lost red-shirt
junior running back Brannon
Goins early. Coins reportedly
took a shot to the head in the
first quarter and did not
return. The Dukes were also
without red-shirt senior running back B.J. Minor and
senior line backer Derick Pack,
who were not available for the
game because of injuries.
"(Goins) makes a big difference because he is a very good
player," Talley said. "And if they
had Minor, the way we played,
they might beat us because they
might have had a little more running game."
The I>ukes fall to 1-4 on the
season with the loss, but according to Matthews, the record
doesn't represent the true play of
the team.
"We'd probably be 3-1 right
now (if LeZotte hadn't been
injured)," Matthews said.
"It's sad that our record
shows what it does because of
our injury situation."

Where Professionalism & Safety
Are Paramount.

SKYDIVE
VIRGINIA!
skydivevirginia.com

800-414-3483

• Excellent Safety
Record
• 75+ Years
Inslmctiona!
Experience
• Skydivc Virginia
has taught more
people than any other
center in VA or MD
- there s a reason
for that

WORLD RECORD Holders on staff

ANNOUNCEMENT

The JMU Office of International Programs is pleased to
announce two $2,500 scholarships for 2002 spring and
summer semester programs in Florence, London,
Martinique, Paris and Salamanca!

Application Deadline: November 1,2001

For eligibility and requirements,
visit the 0IP website at
www.jmu.edu/international/studyabroad

In wist*
tot* Ite tow u&?
It Is appropriate and wise to turn to God. The Bible
assures us that He Is a "refuge In times of trouble. He
cares for those who trust in Him." To find out more, read
the article "Where is God in the Midst of Tragedy?" at

EveryStudent.com
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Field hockey downs Eagles, Huskies
The No. 16-ranked JMU field hockey team defeated
Boston College 3-1 Saturday in Boston, Mass.
Sophomore Janelle Perlis tied the game at 1-1 with a goal
• in the first. Junior Elize van Ballegooie gave JMU the lead later
| in the half. Junior Carrie Phillips added an insurance goal for
the Dukes.
JMU also defeated Northeastern University 3-2 in overtime Sunday in Boston,
l'reshmnn Veelre Coudsward hit the game-winning goal. Phillips and Perlis also
added goals in the win
Volleyball blanks UNC-Wilmington
The JMU volleyball team defeated the University of North Carolina-Wilmington 3-0
Friday in Wilmington, N.C.
Sophomore Dana Jones had 13 kills. Junior Jessica Evers added 10 kills for the
Dukes, who improved to 7-6 on the season.
Diamond Dukes announce team captains
The JMU baseball team announced seniors Brandon Cornwell and Jason Cushman
were chosen by their teammates as the team captains for the 2002 season.

Monday. Oct. 8
• Men's golf competes at the University of North CarolinaWilmington River Landing Invitational in Wilmington, N.C.

|Tiiesday.Oct.9
• Volleyball hosts George Mason University at 7 p.m. in Godwin Gym
• Men's golf continues play at the UNC-Wilmington River Landing Invitational

Wednesday. Oct 10
• Men's soccer battles Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond
• Women's soccer hosts Loyola (Md.) University at 7 p.m. at Reservoir Street Field
• Field hockey travels to the University of Virginia in Charlottesville

SWIMMING AND DIVING

Heating up the pool
Men's and women's swimming ready for
season after Purple and Gold warm up
HEATING, from page 15

"Although we did lose
some |swimmcrs), we didn't
lose that much diving-wise,"
Kirkham said. She added
that among the team's goals
are to have a winning dualmeet record and to do well at
the conference tournament.
The 2001-'02 men's squad
is optimistic about the
upcoming
season.
The
Dukes are the three-time
defending CAA champions
and look to continue their
conference dominance this
year. First-year head swimming coach Matt Barany is
assisted
by
Rob Roy,
Brendan Grant and Bret
Stone. Kaletz, in her fifth
year, doubles as the men's
diving coach. Barany is confident that despite the
coaching change, his team
will remain consistent.
"This season will be a new
chapter in Madison swimming, but the success story
will remain the same,'' said
Barany, who helped the
Dukes win four CAA titles
and three Eastern College
Athletic Conference titles as a
freestyle swimmer from 1991-

'92 through 1994'95.
Barany previously coached
at Randolph-Macon College in
Ashland for two seasons.
This year's captains are a
trio of the team's six seniors
— Matt Keaney, Adam
Minister and Joe Molle. Eight
juniors, seven sophomores
and three freshmen will suit
up for the Dukes this season.

-UThis season will be a new
chapter in Madison
swimming, but the success
story will remain tlie same.
— Mall Bcranv
ranv
men's dimming COM
coach

99
The JMU men's swimming program owns an alltime record of 235-113-1
(.675) with nine CAA, four
ECAC and three state titles.
Barany has set one of his
COMhlng goals to improve
not only his athletes' performances in the water, but in
other aspects as well.
"We need to carry on the

success in the water, and we
need to transfer this success
into our academic and personal endeavors," Barany said.
Both the men's and
women's squads have their
season-opening meet at home
against the College of William
it Mary. The swimmers look
to use spirit, pride and crowd
support to send the Tribe
back to Williamsburg.
"We're all really excited
about [the W&M meet), and
we plan on painting the pool
to
overwhelm
them,"
Kirkh.im said. "We will use
our spirit to prevent them
from walking all over us in
our pool."
Marks said, "They (W&M)
are probably our toughest
competitor this year in the
CAA, so it's going to be our
biggest meet and we'll need a
lot of support.
"I think our team is getting along really well; we've
had some great practices
and tonight was a good
indicator of our strengths,"
Marks said.
The home-meet against
the Tribe is Oct. 20 at 2 p.m.
at Savage Natatorium in
Godwin Hall.

STUDENT MANAGERS WANTED
For the Women's Basketball Team
High school basketball
playing or managerial
experience preferred.

For more info:
Contact Coach Russ
Sarfaty at 568-6513
or stop by the
Convo, Rm. 115

Are you interested in
studying abroad in Latin America?

If so, come to one of two informational open houses
regarding a new,
9-credit JMU-sponsored summer program

JMU in Buenos Aires
Thursday
October 11,2001
from 4-5pm and from 5-6pm
in

Taylor Hall, room 302
For further information,
visit the program website at
http://www.imu.eduy polisci/bios/blake/bsas2002/
OR contact the program director,
Dr. Chris Blake, at blakech@jmu.edu

Sunday, Nov.4
Wilson Hall, 8:00 p.m
Doors Open at 7:00 p.m.

TICKETS ON SALE

TOMORROW

Oct. 9th

Ticket prices: $8 w/JAC (limit 2)
at the Warren Hall Box Office
$12 General Public, at the door,
Plan 9-Harrisonburg, Town and Campus,
musictoday.com or by calling the
Warren Hall Box Office at 568-7960
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ASK OCL
I may be called up to active duly soon and I live off campus. I
will wilhdraw from JMU, but whal about my lease? - ready to go
2002
This is called "early termination of rental ■gnemoM by military
personnel'' and it is covered under the Virginia Residential
Landlord and Tenant Act. Basically, if you are called to active duty
you need to submit, in writing, to your landlord, that you need to
terminate your lease and provide him/her with a copy of your official orders. The final rent should be prorated to the date of termina. tion and due on your regular rent-due date. When
you terminate your lease you must remove all your
belongings, clean and turn in your key. Don't forget
about your security deposit - talk with your landlord about working this out and get it in writing.
Thank you for serving and we wish you a t$H
return.
L: TaykX

What is there to do over fall break? - staying round 2003
Well, that depends. You can always stay in and catch up on all of
youi studies but we have a feeling that is not what you are looking
for! The Shenutdoth Valley KM lots of great pbKM to visit. You can
camp, cxplofl IMVCNIS, spend the day it an area Fall Festival, volunteer your time to | local Organtzattan* vi>it museums or just chill
nevt to a river. All the JMU Info sites on campus have brochures of
HM ■ttnettom "r you can visit the Harrisonburg - Rockingham
Convention and Visitors Bureau to pick some up. Special note to
those of you who are leaving — be sure to lock all windows and
doors Thieves know when our breaks are and they scope out student housing.

2, Mail. MSC 3511 — ask-odOfmu.iKiu

NOW AVAILABLE AT PLAN 9

Thank You
for Volunteering at the
University-Wide
Career Fair on
Tuesday, September 25th

BUBBA SPARXXX
Dark Days,
Bright Nights
AVAILABLE 10/9!
The producer who brought you hits like
Jay-Z's "Big Pimpin'," Aaliyah's "Try
Again" and Ginuwinc's "Pony" now

Your contributions created
OPPORTUNITIES for your fellow students!
Alpha Kappa Psi
Beta Alpha Psi
Phi Chi Theta
Beta Gamma Sigma
Delta Sigma Pi
Madison Marketing Association
Institute of Management Accountants
International Business Club

brings you the first release from his Beai
'bib Records. Timbaland presents
Bubba Sparau's Dark Days, Bright
Nights, featuring "Ugly" with Timbaland
and Missy KIJiol.

ON SALE $13.99 CD

<SSE>

M1W > UHP

434-99969

yiciAuffJG * HAID to two nuts, wfotis
ISWU JIBS • WOK/MM OtKIS

1790-96 E MARKET STREET
in Kroget Shopping Center)

USTIN MFOtE VOU tUYI
m MARRIMHMUnO WITH I1HII M
~"^
amnmunu «n mc i—nwu TOW WW VWOS • tCKnn • i SHUTS ■ MM UKS

Spotlight On UREC
Intramural
Outdoor Soccer

,*

(M)(W)(C)
Pity Dates: Oct. 22-Dec. 6

*.

Dale: OCL 15
'
Time: 7:30pm-8:30pm
Frustrated with your current workout rouune? Come to this interactive workshop 10 learn how the
,
Resist-ABall cm help you
•
t
• achieve your fitness goils.
•
•_ TMha-.PMport!
.*.•

r r

For more Information and
registration visit the L'REC
Program Registration Desk
or call X8-8700
http://www.Jmu.edu/recreation

.

af\

f/S

Manager's Meeting: Oct. 15
4pm and/or 7pm
Play-off Mtg: Nov. 26. 5pm
* Cap on the total
* * number of entries.
.

..:i

••'

'I

•
Date: Oct. 12
•
•
Tlme:3-6pm
\
*
Check out his clinic on setting
•
.
bomb-proof ancbori.
I
•We will cover natural an gear anchors*
• Come ready to be challenged •
Register by:
nt^uici
ill Oct 8
/
>.
WeOncas
Wtllness P
Passport!
•

Stroke Clinic
Dale: Oct. 9 Time: 8:15pm-9pm
3 This clinic is for anyone who wants*
\
some tips on bow to make a
*
•
swimming stroke of their
•
%
choice more efficient. •*
Register by: Oct 8 .

*>.

Liittsi

^

.•'Group Fltneu*
& WellneM
•
YogaFit
Mondays & Wednesdays
Time: 5:15pm-6:15pm
Passes required for participation
1 Class - $5
,
Register at front desk
J
• 30 minutes prior to start •

Adventure
Climbing Anchors \

Aquatics
& Safety

A

\

Cost: $30
•
Training for respiratory and cardiac •
• emergency response. An American *
Red Cross Certification.
•
Dale: Oct 12
/
Time: 12pm-5pm
t*
•.RegltterbyOct.il.*
,

Entries Due: Oct 8-11

Get on the Ball

A Safety
CPR-PR

^

^

MONDAY, OCT.

8, 20011 THE BRKFZF. 119

CU^SLL-LSLS:
FOR RENT

HandwnpMl IHIKII Candle
tsl Grft & Thrift. 227 N Main

Spring Sublease • 1 bedroom in
Gingerbread House. S290. 5
months Ca* 4334790.

Epson StvttM 740 Printor - 1 1/2
years old. Great condition New
color cartridge included $50. OBO
4323345

AOVlrVTIH YOU*
KINTAL PKOPIFITY IN
THI IKttZl ClASSII liDt!
Low Prices, Cre*l Results'

Computer For Sale - 1MB PC. 17'
monitor. Z«p ICO drive. CO burner.
speakers, many design and
business programs. Call Windy.
5 7 40111

568-6127

FOR SALE
Volvo 74001 • sedan. wtiite. fully
loaded, new tires. Excellent
condition and mileage. $4,900.
Call 298-2163.
1M5 LextM SC-400 Bioch mark
with gold trim and a* options. 92K
miles. In cicelloni condition.
Comes with a 120K mile or 1.8
year warranty. $19,994. Call Drew.

4SM9N

Nordletraci. Ski Machine tot Seta
Paid $600; win sell for *175.
Call 896-5364 or email,
r odar mmaOimu ecu

HELP WANTED
M Oet Paid for Your Opinion SS
Earn $15 • $125 and more oer
Sorveyt www monr^optttons com
Make S3.0O0. by CKrletmaa ■ 6
fun sales positions open at Valley
Mail Avg. $6- $22/hf. 434-9934.

Waitresses and Cooks Needed Apply at Jess' Lunch. Must be
available to work lunches
Sophomores and Juniors preferred
The Jsblon Group - is seeking
upperclassmen for its lucrative
Management internship positions.
For
information
go
to
www.jabion.com prior to contacting
us by phone 1«X>6583847

WANTED
Coach Wanted for Women's Club
Lacrosse Team ■ Fall and Spring
season. 2001 2002 if interested
email wcia*s»)mu edu

SERVICES
NOTICE

Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs,
Student Srewee • Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy CanTputfunarala0r.com 3 hour
fundraistng event. Does not Involve
credit card appkceuons. rundraismg
dates are Mtng quchiy. so cal today*
Contact CBmousfunaraiter.com
at 8889233238. or visit
www.campustunaiaiser.com.

SPRING BREAK

larn Up le 1100 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience, info. 1985646-1700.
Dept. VA4806

Spring Break Reps Needed - to
promote campus trips Earn $.
travel free' No cost. We train you.
1SOO-3671252
www spnngbreakatntct. com

For more infomwtion -nd
auiuance regarding the
intcMicMion of financing buuncx
opponuMues. conutci ihc Beiirr
BUM new Bureau, lac.

1-800-533-5501

Act Now) Guarantee the best
Soring Break prices! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapuico. Florida A Mardigras
Reps needed. . travel free, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*.
8CO83M203. www tosumours com
Spring Break 2002 • Travel with
STS America's *1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Menco.
Bahamas, or Florida Promote
trips orxampus to earn cash and
free trips. inforrnMcn/ReMriadont
l-80JD«4«4B49or www ststraW com.
AAAAI taring Break Specials)
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, free meals Award
winning company! Group leaders
free' Honda vacations $129'
spnngbnralitravef.com
l«0O678638fl.
Sartng Break Party! indulge in free
travel, food, and parties with the
best DJs and celebrities m Cancun.
Jamaica, Mazatian. and the
Bahamas. Go to SrudentCfy.com.
can 1-800-2931443 or email
salesdHtudentcrty.com

SPRIM; BRKAK

Wanted! Spring Breakersl Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Maiatlan for freef To find out
how. call 1888-777 4642 or email
saieseHuncoastvacat ions.com

2002

K Kwkwa, Fwdn,
Bake bAtaji .... rVrtdk, A M. —
FREE MEALS for ■ limned 11
mix (ww. wid astasSM eveabl
Vi.il wy,SVNSnASHTOUKSctm
ftvdrtvhorcell I 100-4:6-7710
-irSANOBRAINER.-

GBM

•1 Spring Break Vocations • Best
prices guaranteedl Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. & Ftorrta' Book
eany and receive free meal plan. Now
hiring campus reps' 1-800234-7007.
www. endtaSMurrvnertoirt.com
dl Spring Break Operator! Check
our website for the best deals'
www vagabondtours com. Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
Group organners earn free trips and
cash. Call today! 1866BREAKO0.

PERSONALS
Skydltel One day first tandem
jumps from 2 1/2 miles up! 22
lumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts' www.skrarworaraje.oom.
1-877-DIVE SKY.
Buy Your Parents a Subscription
to TTte aVewef CaK 5686127 for
more information

EAffi INTERNSHIPS
INFO. SESSIONS

Sartng Break] Avoid n»ghl concerns
and sail from Florida Spend 5 days
in Bahamas from $279! includes
most meals! Get group - go free"
1-8006786386
spnngbreaMtravet.com

TODAY
OH. & Zm Showlux fell Rin HI
H.ery rulf hour from Nuon .» w> p fn
Krai lift mgi capencncc
Open in all mtijun.

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good September 10, 2001 through October 31, 2001 and only applies to advertising
in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only.
Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.
Don't miss out on this great deal!

568-6127

nv

.ompeer

users
Lhe IJreeze

Oerit LI mi,

Give The Gift Of Friendship

The Compeer P'ogram provides trained
Volunteers to work with individuals
diagnosed with a
mental illness in a mentor role.
Call today to learn how a little bit of time
can make a BIG difference!
Compeer also has a partnership with First Slap providing residents with trained volunteer mentor* Tim* commitment rang**
from 1-4 hours per wee*" and from 4 weeks to on* school year.

Q

Volunteers and Friends enjoy many benefits:
• A new friendship
• Increase In socialisation
• Knowledge that you are making a Big difference
• Great training and learning about mental Illness a
the aooeto infracts
W.h Sit., http:

home,.rlcas.nat,

compaar

Tel: 434-S219
Email: compeor®r1c».net

^FJxf lii ^roy^^l »^J rGjj'^

starting soon!
Study for the LSAT on the JMU campus!

LSCV1207 (LSAT) begins October 15

Call now to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP TEST
kaptest.com
■Tat* rvsrr*. are 'ft—4 trademark* of their reapectM inner.

Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.
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ZZfiOO RE.ADE.R3 COULD
BE. i_OOK.lU<3 Ar YOUR AD
lu rms SPACE.
FOR.

jusr 47503 you CAU

PLACE. A FULL COLOR
!U r»4E. &RE.E.Z.E.

AD

/n\^
.

'Mini'"

'"mil"

ALL <^kRISrlUE. FOR DE.rAlL5

Ar rUE. BRE-E-Z-E. X6127

ALL
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you, BABY!

